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INTRODUCTION
Volume %I represF:nts the technical aspects of the work which is
summarized in Volume I of this report. The purpose of this study is
to evaluate previous intercity travel demand models in terms of their
ability to predict air travel, in a useful way, evaluate the need for
disaggregation in the approach to demand modelling anal determine the
viability of incorporating non--conventional, factors (i.e. non-econometric,
such as time and cost) in travel demand forcasting models. In essence,
the goal is to identify a set of variables which can be used in a
predictive way to determine the need for air transportation where none
currently exists and the effect of changes in system characteristics
on attracting latent demand. The investigation of existing models
is carried out in order to provide insight into their strong points
and shortcomings. Much of the existing behavioral research in travel
demand is incorporated to allow the inclusion of non-economic factors,
such as convenience. The type of model arrived at is characterized
as a market segmentation model. This is a consequence of the
strengths of disaggregation and its natural evolution to a usable
aggregate formulation. The need for this approach both pedagogically
and mathematically is discussed below.
Much of the text of Volume I is repeated here to provide for a
smoother presentation of the material. A notable exception is the
background or historical treatment for which the reader is referred
to Volume I. In addition this volume contains two Appendices which
should prove useful to the non specialist in the area. The first is
1
a detailed bibliography of papers which are related to the current
work and the second is a short tutorial of demand modelling so as to
acquaint the non specialist with the terminology and the mathematical
formulation normally ased.
a
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SECTION I
TESTS OF CURRENT AIR TRAVEL DEMAND MODELS
Several existing models used in forecasting air travel demand have
been evaluated to determine the capability of these models for predicting
future conditions. Each model was tested faith data from a future
year relative to the year in which it was calibrated. Actual data for
the independent variables were compiled for the year 1974. The models
were then used to calculate predicted demand, and this predicted
demand was compared with the actual data for 1974. Direct comparisons
can be made between predicted and actual demand, giving an indication
of the capability of each model. 1974 was selected as the test year
since it was the latest year for which all necessary data were
available. 'Three states were selected for the evaluation; Virginia,
Oregon and Michigan. These states were selected since models
developed specifically for them had significantly different approaches
and they represented different geographic regions.
Virginia State ModeZ
1. Form of the Model
The first model to be tested was the model developed for the
Virginia Air Transportation System Study. (Va. Div. of Aero. 1975).
This model is an economic, aggregate type used to forecast
enplauements at an airport based upon system and regional attributes.
The model is written as
in P x	 - 10.8444 - .172007F + 1.41311 InY.	 (I)
x
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Pi
 = population of airport region i.
E! = predicted potential for enplanements at airport i.
F = U. S. average. airfare /mile ( (,%/mile, 1967 dollars)
Yi
 = per capita income of airport i service area (1967 $)
Eq. (1) was developed by finding the system and regional attributes
which most significantly correlated with trends in air activity, and
by using regression analysis to determine the final form of the
equation and the coefficients.
Note that this equation predicts a "potential" for enplanements;
that is, the demand which would exist if the independent variables
are the only ones which affect the number of enplanements. However,
y	 other factors not explicitly presented in Eq. (1) have an effect,
and they are accounted for by use of a correction factor S i , as
shoran below:
Ei = ^iE	 (2)
where Ei = predicted enplanements at airport i.
^i = correction factor for airport i.
E! = predicted potential for enplanements at airport i.
In the Virginia Air Transportation System Study, ¢i for each
Virginia airport was determined in the following manner: (l) Eq, (1)
was used to predict potential enplanements at each Virginia airport
I	 for the year 1970; (2) actual enplanements for each Virginia airport
for 1970 were found; and (3) the value of 0. for each airport was
t
determined as the ratio of actual 1970 enplanements to predicted
potential for enplanements for 1970. This value of ^ i was then
considered to remain constant for future years.
4
2. Data Analysis
	
a
Verification of this model was undertaken using data from three
states - Virginia, Michigan and Oregon. The results are presented
	
3
in Tables la-c.
Errors (i.e., 100 (Ei/Actual Enplanements) - 100%) vs. Actual
Enplanements are plotted for Virginia, Michigan and Oregon in Figures
la-c. For Virginia, all airports except Roanoke showed errors which
were positive; that is, the predicted enplanements were greater than
the actual enplanements. For Michigan and Oregon, the opposite
situation occurred; 17 of 19 Michigan airports and 8 of 9 Oregon
airports had negative errors; that is, predicted enplanements were
1
less than the actual enplanements. Errors were small for large
airports (e.g., Norfolk +5%; Detroit, -4%; Portland -1%). However,
errors for small airports (under 100,000 in actual enplanements)
i
were wide in range.
3. Sources of Error
A large source of these errors can be attributed to the calculation
of the correction factor 8 i for each airport. The value of Ri for
each airport was determined as the ratio of actual 1970 enplanements
to the predicted potential enplanements for 1970. It was assumed that
this value of 8, would remain constant for the years beyond 1970.
To have.computed S i
 based upon only one year, 1970, does not
seem .to be.a satisfactory method. The problem is illustrated in
Figure 2a-c. These three figures show the historical trend of
enplanements for the years 1962 through 1974 for three.ai.rports which
5
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exhibited large errors in enplanements predicted: Roanoke, Va.
(-19! error); Lansing, Mich. (--24%); and Pendleton, Ore. (-25r).
For each airport, it can. be
 seen that the growth in enplanements
levelled off (for Roanoke), or enplanements actually decreased (for
Lansing and Pendleton) in 1970, and then enplaner eats increased during
the period 1972-»1974. For these airports where a noticeable
fluctuation in enplanements occurred, it would have been better to
calculate 0  based upon an historical trend in enplanements, and not
just upon the one year 1970. The values of 0  for Roanoke, Lansing,
and Pendleton were lower than what would have been achieved if the
correction factors had been calculated upon an historical trend, and
thus the results from Eq. (1) were predicted enplanements which were
lower than actual enplanements for 1974.
Aside from the problem of calculating the correction factor Oi,
the Virginia Air Transportation System Study Model performed well when
real data for the independent variables were used in this verification
test. However, the ability to accurately forecast the independent
variables is necessary in order for the model to be used as a
forecasting tool..
The authors of the Virginia Air Transportation System Study Model
made projections concerning future values of the Consumer Price Index
and Real U. S. Average Airfare per Mile. The Real. U. S. Average
Airfare per Mile isone of the independent variables of this model, and
the Consumer Price Index is used in computing this Airfare variable,
and also the Real Per Capital Income variable (Y.), in terms of 1967i
dollar values.
-	 9
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Table 2a presents the Virginia Air Transportation System Study
projections for the Consumer Price Index and Real U. S. Average Airfare
per Mile for the years 1973 - 1976. Figures 3a and 3b compare predicted
and actual values for Consumer Price Index and Real Average Airfare
per Mile, respectively. For 1974, predicted values were below the
actual values for Consumer Price Index and Real Average Airfare per
Mile. For 1975 - 1976, the discrepancy between actual and predicted
values of the Consumer Price f.ndex became greater. While the Real
Average Airfare per Mile in 1975 -- 1976 was close to the predicted
value, this was due to an offsetting error in forecasting Average
Airfare per Mile, as shown in Tables 2a and 2b.
Without a good forecasting technique to accurately predict the
Consumer Price Index, it is likely that two of the independent
variables in Eq. (I), Real Average Airfare per Mile and Real Per
Capital Income, will be forecast incorrectly. The inability to forecast
independent variables is a major problem in using the Virginia Air
Transportation System Study model.
Mashington State Plan ivlodel
1. Form of the Model
The second model to be evaluated was the Washington State Airport
System Plan Model, (Aerospace Corp., 1973). It is a historical share
of the market model, and is given by
E  
-
. Mi/jMj /SMS/U.S .EU.S.	 (3)
where E . = predicted enplanemen.ts at airport i..
M. =
 percentage market share for airport i of the total scheduled
domestic enplanements of region j in which airport i is located,
rij/S percentage market share for region j of the total scheduled
domestic enplanements of state S.
MS/U.S. w percentage market share for state S of the total scheduled
domestic enplanements in the United States.
EiT.B. = total scheduled domestic enplanements in the United States,
2. Data Analysis
These market shares were developed for the state of Washington
in the following manner: (1) the Washington State percentage of the
total U. S. enplanements was calculated for the years 1952-1970.
Seattle/Tacoma International Airport enplanements were excluded.
Seattle is the dominant airport in the state, and fluctuations in
enplanements at Seattle due to military travel and employment changes
in the Puget Sound area produced large fluctuations in the data.
A historical trend of Washington State's (minus Seattle) percentage
of total U. S. enplanements was plotted, and a constant percentage
was forecast for fiscal. year 1977 and beyond. This historical trend
plot is presented in Figure 4a; (2) Washington Teas divided into three
regions, associated with Rand McNally Major Trading Areas. The area
around Seattle (although Seattle/Tacoma International Airport was
excluded from enplanement data) was designated Region I. The area
around Spokane was designated Region II. Region III was considered
r =•
	 part of the Portland,.Oregon area,.and was excluded from further
calculations. This was done because Region III scheduled air carrier
passengers were assumed to be attracted to Portland International
Airport (there is no scheduled aircarrier airport in Region. III in
Washington). Historical trends of percentage market share of Region
I and Region II were made in a manner similar to Figure 4a, and
projected constant market shares were made for the year 1977 and
beyond; (3) for each airport in Regions I and II, ar. historical trend
was developed for percentage market share of airport to region, just
as was done in the two previous steps.
Verification of the Washington Cate System Airport Plan Model
was conducted by testing the model in three states.: Washington,
Virginia and Oregon, using actual 1974 enplanement figures for total
U. S. enplanements, The results for Washington are presented in
Table 3a, The major problem with verification of the model in
Washington State was the significant decline of certificated air
t
carrier service to a number of Washington airports, and their
replacement with scheduled air commuter flights, for which enplanement
data for 1974 could not be found. Approximate enplanement figures
were calculated using data from an Official Airline Guide, North
American Edition, July 1, 1974. The relationship for annual commuter
enplanements, E, was assumed to be approximated by
E=521N C L	 (4)
x
x. x x
where N x. = number of flights per weep of aircraft type x departing
. 
airport 1.
Cx = passenger capacity of aircraft x.
L. = average load factor of aircraft x.
x
Results of using Eq. (4) are shown. in Table 3a. An average load
factor of 0.40 was used in all calculations.. Another irregularity
i..
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occurred in the results for Washington State, although it was apparent
for only one city, Spokane. Spokane was the host city to a World's
Fair in 1974, and passenger enplanements were about 85,000 hither than
predicted. This special event was probably the major reasea for this
difference. The effect the World's Fair had on the enplanements of
other airports is not possible to gauge because of the lack of
certainty concerning commuter enplanements.
Although the Washington State Airport System Study Plan Model was
designed as a forecasting method for the state of Washington, the
problems discussed above have made it impossible to correctly judge
its capability.
To test the Washington State System Airport Plan Model when
applied to Virginia and Oregon it was necessary to develop the
historical trend curves of the market shares. This was done in a
manner similar to the method used by the authors of the Washington
State System Airport Plan; the only significant difference was the
omission of dividing the state into regions. Instead, percentage
market shares of the airports were calculated with respect to the
total enplanements in the state. Eq. (3) was modified to the
following form:
Ei
	
	
rFi/SMS/U.S.EU.S.
	
(5)
where Mi/S = percentage market share for airport i of the total
scheduled enplanements of state S.
Ei'XS/U.S.' EU.S, = same as in Eq. (3).
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The historical trend curves for Virginia airports ar-,, presented
in Fig. 4b. Danville and Hot Springs do not appear because their
percentage market shares of the Virginia total were under 1%.
Tables 3b and 3c are the results of the modified Washington State
System Airport Plan Model for Virginia and Oregon, respectively,
using actual enplanement data for 1974 for the variable EU.S..
3. Sources of Error
Figure 5a shows the error vs. actual enplanements for Virginia
airports. The model seems to be a good forecasting tool only for
larger airports; that is, airports with enplanements greater than
300,000. Enplanements at small airports were difficult to forecast
because a small error in the forecast percentage market share, X.
would cause a significant change in the predicted enplanements. For
larger airports, however, a difference of 1% or 2% in the prediction
of variable Mi/S would not greatly affect predicted enplanements.
This is shown to be true for Oregon airports also, as seen in Figure
5b. The larger airports, Eugene and Medford (which have a combined
market share of 760 of the state total) were predicted very accurately,
while the results for the smaller airports showed a large range in
errors. Notice that Portland was excluded from the calculations
in Oregon. Portland is the dominant airport in the state (82.4% of
all Oregon enplanements occurred at Portland in 1474), and to have
included it in the market share analysis would have made the market
shares so small for the other Oregon airports, it would have been
impossible to achieve any dependable market share forecasts.
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In summary, the market share model has been shown to be a good
forecasting tool only for airports which have a large market share of
the state total. It is very difficult to make accurate forecasts for
small airports. A further drawback is the need to obtain historical
data in order to develop the market share percentage, which makes
this technique unusable for predicting enplanements at a new airport
where no historical data exist.
Michigan State Plan
1. Form of the Model
The Michigan State Airport System Plan Model (Stanford Research
Institute, 1974) was the last of the state plan models to be tested.
Total travel between two regions and travel by each mode between two
regions were the quantities which this model was designed to calculate.
An outline of the methodology will be presented here. First, a
i
travel "conductance" for each mode was defined as follows:
a (1) a (2)	 a (3)
W - 
amti m cm
	{ 1 - exp (- .12 f) } m	 (b)
where m = travel conductance for mode m between region i and region j.
t = travel time between region i and region j by mode m. I
cm
 cost of travel between region i and region j by mode m.
fm
 = frequency of service between region i and region j by mode m.
	 t
am,am (1);am(2),am(3) = mode-specific calibration parameters.
A total travel "conductance" is defined as:
;
W -
	 (7)M
where W = total travel conductance between region i and region j.
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wm
 = travel conductance for mode m between region i and region ^.
Next, the total, predicted passenger travel between two regions,
i and j, can be expressed by the following equation:
Tij = ^i^jPiPj W0.9	 (8)
where Tij = predicted total travel between region i and region J.
3i0j	 regional, constants for region i and region j, respectively.
Pi ,Pj = populations of region i and region j, respectively.
W = total travel conductance between region i and region j.
Travel between two regions for a single mode is thus defined as
w
m	 (^)T	 Tmi j -- W	 ij
where TM .3- = predicted travel by mode m between region i and region j.
wrn = travel conductance for mode m between region i and region j.
W - total travel conductance between region i and region j.
Substituting the expression for Tij of Equation (8) in Eq. (9)
yields the following equation for travel by mode m between two regions:
.9
TM .2. = [d
	
ai P i 
P
i
W	 (10)
As air is the mode of interest, a working equation for
calculations can be achieved by substituting the expressions for wm
and W into Eq. (10)
aa . (1) aair(2)	 aair(3)
T	 _ aair tair	 cair	 {1 - exp(- .12 fair))	 I3i5.PiP.
ai.rij _
	
am (1) am (2)	 am(3)
amtm	 cm	 it - exp (- .12 ff}^	 }'1	 (11)
m
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The values for the anode specific calibration parameters, as
presented in the Michigan State Airport System Plan, are shown in
Table 4a.
As the air mode was the only mode of interest, it was desirable
to find some way of approximating the denominator of Eq. (11) in
order to avoid the long and tedious process of calculating conductance
values for all modes. The following was the method used to
approximated 140.1	 (1) .three cities, Roanoke, Dallas and San
Francisco were chosen, and the travel conductance for trips between
Charlottesville, Virginia and these three cities Caere calculated.
Charlottesville was chosen because of familiarity with the trans-
portation systems in the area, and the three destination cities,
although somewhat arbitrarily chosen, Caere selected because each
was a particular distance away from Charlottesville* Roanoke is
short haul. (S$ air miles); Dallas is medium-long haul (1,100 air
miles); and San Francisco is long-haul (2,400 miles); (2) the values
of w 
m
	 and W0.1 were calculated for the three city pairs, and the
results are presented in Table .4b; (3) using these three points,
a smooth curve was drawn, showing W0.1 as a function of air distance.
This curve is shown in figure Ca, and was used as a calibration curve
to obtain approximate values of C O ' 1^T 
2. Data Analysis
The state of Michigan was divided into 27 regions (see Figure 6b).
Some regions did not have their own airports, and were dependent upon
a neighboring region for air service. The continental United States
14
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outside of Michigan was divided into 20 regions as shown in Figure bc.
The external regions surrounding Michigan were small in land area,
constituting only parts of neighboring states. As distance away from
Michigan increased, regions increased in size, constituting groups of
states.
Each region, both within and outside Michigan was given a region
constant and a "gateway" city was selected as the representative city
of the entire region for the purpose of calculation, A .list of
each region, its gateway city, and value of its regional constant is
presented in Table 4c.
Sample calculations for air travel between regions were
performed, using Region 8, Grand Rapids, Michigan, as the region of
origin. The results of these calculations are presented in Table 4d.
It was not possible to obtain data for 1974 which could be compared
directly with these calculated results. The best available data was
from the Origin.--Destination Survey of Airline Passenger Traffic,
Table 8, compiled by the Civil Aeronautics Board, for the 12-month
period from April 1, 1972, to March 31, 1973. The data is presented
as the number of passengers between city pairs, based upon 10% of all
tickets issued nationwide. Therefore, the approximate number of
passengers who traveled between two cities (traffic in.both directions)
can be obtained by multiplying by 10, and approximate one-way
travel can be obtained by dividing by 2. These results are shown
in Table 4d. It is difficult to directly compare these results, as
the figures obtained from the CAB table are not for 1974, but from
15
over a year earlier. Also, the calculations performed by use of the
Michigan State Airport System Plan were not city pair calculations,
but calculations for travel between regions, where some regions
encompass several states. The state of Michigan is divided into enough
regions so that almost every region has at most one airport. Therefore,
Region 8 is roughly equivalent to the actual region which is served
by Grand Rapids Airport. However, a Region like Region 44, which
consists of Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona, and Nevada, contains
many large cities with their own airports. The gateway city of
Deaver is a representative city of the region used in the calculations,
but the calculated result should indicate air travel from Grand
Rapids to all cities in that region. This makes direct comparisons
difficult, although it is obvious that the calculated results for
travel to regions outside of Michigar. should be larger than the
figures from the CAS table. For travel within Michigan, the opposite
problem sometimes occurred when a region had no. airport. These
regions had their populations added to the population of the closest
region with an airport.
3. Sources of Error
Possible errors have occurred from the following factors: (1) the
use of Figure 5a was only as an approximate calibration curve, and
did not tape into account the unique problem encountered in traveling
by ground from Grand Rapids to certain regions outside Michigan due
to the necessity of having to skirt the Great sakes; (2) severe
weather in the winter-in the Great Lakes region would probably cause
6shaft in auto travel to air travel between certain regions. It is
)t knocrn if the regional constants were calibrated to take into
:count such a problem.
For the reasons explained above, the results of testing the
chigan State Airport System Model are inconclusive. However, the
,-rocs indicate that the predictions are much too lots in general.
Study of travel demand between pairs of regions provides more
isaght into the travel patterns of a community than to merely predict
rtal departures without regard to destination.
The testing of these three models shows different techniques for
recasting air travel demand and highlights various shortcomings
L each. A coiwon situation which has been encountered with each
these techniques has been the omission or inability to explicitly
.elude all important factors which affect the travelmaki.ng decision.
17
SECTION 11
VARIABLES Or INTEREST
In order to better model the demand for air travel between cities
an investigation of the variables most likely to account for the
differences in travel patterns was undertaken. There have been many
studies in the literature, both in intra-anal inter--city demand analyses
which have tried varieties of variables. Most of the work has centered
on the use of econometric type models, however a few have attempted to
use non-conventional variables. Table 5 summarizes some of the work in
the inter-city arena. In some cases (e.g. the work by Yu, 1970) the
significance of each of the variables tried is discussed. In most
cases it is not. In addition to the variable type the question
should be asked, what is the proper form for the variable? That is,
is it more appropriate for the variables to appear in a product form
or in a summation - or perhaps some other representation. A complete
investigation of this is beyond the scope of this . work, however several
authors have shown that the product approach yields better agreement
with actual data.
In an attempt to analyze some of the variables several correlational
studies were made. In these trips were subdivided in several.ways -
200 mile increments, 100,000 population increments, etc.
Variables considered included, white collar workers, wholesale trade,
home owners, manufacturing workers, college graduates, value added,
no. of households with more than $15,000 in income, total income,
retail sales, distance, and population. Plots of several of these are
shown i_n figure 7a through 7d.. The first three of these show a
18
significant correlation for no. of white collar workers, per capita
income and no. of manufacturing workers. The fourth (7d) indicates the
lack of any relationship with college education. Table G summarizes
the results of this study.
TABLE b
SIGNIFICANCE- OF MODEL VARIABLES
Variable	 Significance
#	 White collar workers	 S
Wholesale trade 	 S
Homeowners	 S
Manufacturing workers 	 S
College graduates 	 T
Value Added	 I
Salaries over $15,000	 I
Income	 I
i
Retail sales	 T
Population	 S
Distance	 S^.	
i
In addition to the above both additive forms of each of the
variables and product . forms were tested. In all cases whare the
j
variable was judged significantt the product form was superior.i
i
i
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SECTION III
DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW AIR DEMAND MODEL
The results of the tests performed on present air demand models
shows the need for more sophisticated modeling techniques in order
to achieve an accurate forecasting tool. From a study of the
literature, it is apparent that the travel habits of different groups
of people differ. Considerable research has been done in an attempt
to find the mostimportant factors which influence air travel (e.g.,
Kuhlthau and Jacobson, 1976, Jacobson and Kuhlthau, 1972, Lee and
Jacobson, 1972, Port of N. Y. Authority, 1957, Federal Aviation
Agency, 1963, and Federal Aviation Administration, 1976). From these
and the findings of the previous section a list of the factors
considered to be most .important are presented in Table 7. Also, it
has been shown that the traveling public can be divided into distinct
groups according to the purpose of the trip, (Yu, 1970, Lee and
Jacobson, 1972, Port of N. Y. Authority ., 1957). Different factors
influence the travel decision process according to the purpose of
the .trip; therefore, a new air demand model should segment air
demand due to business travel and air demand due to pleasure travel..
Several other market segmentations may also be necessary.
From a purely mathematical viewpoint using nonsegmented data
can lead to incorrect assumption when doing regression analyses.
This has been discussed by Hensher (Hensher, 1976) who pointed out
the difficulties which can be encountered. For example, consider
the variation in number of trips generated between city i and city
2O
^w
j with income. Consider t[To groups those t^i.th high education and
those with low education levels. The data might well be distributed
as shown in Figure B. The actual behavior with income variation as
predicted by linear regression would not accurately represent the
true travel. behavior. If the market were segmented by education level
then true behavior would be represented.
It is felt that most of the major shortcomings of past aggregate
models has been their inability to segment the data properly. The
natural end point for this segmentation is behavior on an individual
level - what is commonly referred to as di.saggregate modeling. For
intercity travel -- as opposed to i.ntracity travel -- the ability to
use market segmentation to disaggregate the data offers a useful
alternative to the extreme of individual behavior. It has some of
the same advantages of the treatment of individual data - e.g.,
requires less information for modeling since only a limited number
of data points is needed in each cell (segmentation). And, it does
not suffer from the drawbacks of complete aggregation - e.g., nonlinear
effects lost in data pooling.
Two of the three models investigated - the Virginia and
I
Washington State Plan Models - were designed only to forecast total
I;
enplanements from a region. These models lacked the capability to
determine the demand from the region under study to particular
destination regions. The Michigan State Plan Model did provide the
i methodology necessary to study demand between particular regions,
thus providing a greater understanding into the nature of the demand.
A new air demand model should investigate the demand between pairs of
regions, and the total demand for air travel in a particular region
can be simply calculated by summing the demands from that region to
all destination regions.
Fo.rn of Proposed :dcdeZs
The following equations are proposed which will segment the
demand. At the minimum, segmentation should be by purpose of trip.
Here air demand for business is proposed to be the following:
Pat Pat	 a4^ a5	 a5 a7	 a8 a9 a10
Tijb f lb (t,d)' a3 
J	 Chi Chi (glbTij Eijb + g2b'ij Cij }Rij
Dij	 (12)
where Ti . b
 = number of air travelers from region i to region j for
business purposes.
flb (t,d) = Function of length of stay in region j and distance
between regions i and j.
PV Pj = populations of regions i and j, respectively.
Dij = distance from region i to region j.
Chl ,Chj = industrial characteristics of regions i and j, respectively,
glb = function of air mode system characteristics
T.. - travel time from region i to region j by air mode
Eijb = convenience . of air mode from .region i to region j (e.g.,
scheduling, number of seats available during peak travel
hours, ease of airport access and agress)
92b = function of air mode comfort characteristics (e.g., seat
comfort, ride quality, etc.)
22
14 W ability to wort: while traveling (e.g., space to work,
ability to read and write, ect.)
Cij = comfort characteristics (e.g., seat comfort, ride quality,
etc.)
Rij = road conditions between i and j
Notice Eq. (12) contains a term which is the produce of the two
regional populations divided by the distance between them; such a
term is called a "gravity" term because of its similarity to the
equation describing the gravitational attraction of two physical
objects. The gravity term is considered the basis of attraction
between the two regions i and j, and therefore the basis of travel
between them. It is modified by the industrial characteristics of
the regions to account for the fact that certain industries have
greater travel needs than others (Fort of N.Y. Authority, 1957, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1963). Regions can be classified according to the
type of businesses which are the most important. For example, an
FAA study of the business characteristics of metropolitan areas,
classified each area in one of four categories: (1) marketing center;
(2) institutional (e.g., government or academic); (3) industrial
(e.g., manufacturing); (4) balanced, i.e., none of the three types
were dominant. The general findings of this study were that marketing
centers and institutional center were heavy users of air travel,
while industrial centers were slow users by comparison, and balanced
cities were,average users (Figure 9). Thus, given two regions of
the same population size, a marketing center would enplane more
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passengers than a manufacturing (industrial) center. The industrial
characteristics variables I.n Eq. (12) act as modifiers of the population
variables.
Tk^4 function flb (t,d) is another modifier of the gravity term.
This function represents the personal decision making process to use
air rather than another mode, based upon the distance of the trip
and the length of stay at the destination. For example, a 300-mile
trip for a day clearly necessitates the use of air, whereas a trip
of 300 miles for a meek': duration may be more practical by auto
(especially if an auto would be needed at the destination during the
weeklong stay), Generically this function might appear as shown in
Figure 10.
The remaining terms in Eq. (12) can be considered system attributes
which modify the basic personal and regional demans for air travel.
Total travel time by air and convenience of the air mode represent
the two most important system attributes, and could be considered
IT
	
advantage" variables; that is, would reflect the superiority
(or inferiority) of the air mode versus other available mjides for
the business trip. The last two . variabl.es , ability to stork and
comfort, represent "personal taste" of the traveler, and again reflect
a potential advantage or disadvantage for the air mode compared with
other modes.
Notice that some of the factors listed in Table 5 are not
included in Eq. (12). In business travel decisions these factors are
not considered important in the process of travel choice. Of the
,r
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mode variables, comfort and convenience were used in the model, but
cost, reliability, and safety were not. Cost has been found to be a
relatively non--critical factor for business travelers. (Lee, W. and
Jacobson, I. D., 1972). Reliability and safety are important, but
the business traveler considers both of these to be very good for the
air mode, and therefore not critical in the decision making process.
Service is related to comfort and convenience, which are included in
the model, and speed is related to travel time.
No personal variables were included. For business travelers,
these four factors are highly interrelated., and are also related to
the industrial characteristics of the region. Likewise employment
can be considered as part of the regional industrial characteristics.
Of the trip variables, purpose of trip has been considered to
be the most important, and has been used as the means of disaggregating
the traveling Public. All other trip variables are included in
Eq. (12), except for the size of the traveling party, which was
considered unimportant.
In the same manner that an equation for air demand for business
purposes was developed, an equation for pleasure travel demand was
formulated, and is shown below:
	
P, lF. 2
 '4 ^S N	 Sf 07 88	 09 S10
T.. = f (t,d,p,S) 1 3 I. A- R.
	
i
{g	 1j$..	 13T.. R.. + g R.. MSU	 .. }p 	 1p	 13	 1 3 zJ	 p	 ^^ ^3P	 2p
D..13	 (13)
where T.. _ dumber of air travelers from region i to region j, for13p
pleasure purposes.
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flp (t,d,p ) s) = function of length of stay in region j, distance
between regions i and j, number of people in the
party, and number of stops (other secondary
destinations), in itinerary.
Pi ,P. = populations of region i and j, respectively.
D..	 = distance from region i and region j.
Ii income distribution in region i.
A
	 = attractiveness of region j.
Rij	 = road conditions between i and j.
gip
	
= function of air mode system characteristics.
$ij	 = cost of air--travel from region i to region j.
Tij	 = travel time from region i to region j by air mode.
E..	 = convenience of air mode from region i to region j
(different from convenience as perceived by business
traveler)
g2 P
	
= function of air mode dependability characteristics as
perceived by pleasure travelers.
Rij	 = reliability of air mode (e.g., on-time performance)
S..	 = safety of air mode as perceived by pleasure travelers.
Eq.	 (13) is similar in form to Eq.	 (12).	 Once again, the gravity
term is the basis for the attraction between the two regions. 	 Instead
of industrial characteristics of the two regions, the income
distribution: of region i and the attractiveness of region j are the
modifiers used.	 Regions of high attractive value would be places
which attract a large number of tourists (e.g., Florida, California,
etc.).
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.... As with business travelers, the length of stay and distance
would play a role in the decision making process, and also the numberi
of people traveling together (i.e., individual, adult couple, entire
family, etc.), and the number of places planned to be visited enroute
(e.g., a vacation trip in which it is desired to visit all attractive
regions in Florida or California, etc.), would come into consideration.
See Figures 3.1 and 12.
As for the mode variables, travel time and convenience are
included, although "convenience" for a pleasure traveler is probably
different than for a businessman.
	
For example, a pleasure traveler
mould be interested in a flight which would have discount seats,
whereas a businessman would be concerned with finding a flight which
best matches his business itinerary. 	 Cost is a very important factor	 Q
-- in pleasure travel, and safety and reliability also play an important
part in decision.making. 	 Fear of flying is still a strong negative
factor among a sizeably fraction of the traveling public, and is
probably strongest among people who have never used air travel before.
Although this is probably due to a lack of familiarity with air
travel, it is still a problem that needs to be overcome before air
travel becomes a serious consideration in planning a pleasure trip.
Combined Mode Z
Although the above models represent a conceptual approach to
the problem it is important to note that not all of the variables
can be easily obtained.	 A good example of this is illustrated by
the dependent variables for the number of business and pleasure
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travelers, Tijb and Tijp. It is a good approximation that the
national total, of air travel is divided between business and pleasure
travelers at 70% for business and 30% for pleasure. However,
there is no certainty that a given pair of regions will have a
business/pleasure composition of traffic that is near the 70`/,/30%
figure.
Likewise, the function f l(t,d) in Eq. (12) and the function
fl(t,d,p,$) in Eq. (13), while qualitatively obvious, are not easy to
quantify.
Because of these problems a combined equation was created and
tested. Not to prove the correctness of the model chosen -- but to
test the need for some of the less conventional variables.
To this end a subset of the above variables was chosen for
analysis. These included:
• population of city i, Pi
• population of city j, P-
• distance between city i and j, Bij
• road conditions around city i to airport in city i, Ri
• road conditions around city j to airport in city j, R.
J
• attractiveness of city i, Ai
• attractiveness of city j, Ai
• number of seats available, Sij
• characteristics of city i, Chi
• characteristics of city j, Ch
• reliability of flights, Kij
• cost, $ij
• time, T•.
rl
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SeZeetion of Cities
Table 8 provides the list of all cities which are considered
in this study. City pairs-were selected considering the following:
o range (short/medium/long)
o population (low/medium/high)
In the beginning, 35 pair of cities were selected which were
subsequently increased to 251. This was done to test the model(s)
at various levels of disaggregation. fairs of cities are listed in
Table 9 with data for 1974. Data for 1970 is given in Table 10.
The community with an airport can be described in terms of the
air traffic handled at its airport, and vice versa; an airport reflects
the characteristics of the community it serves. The amount of air
traffic volume generated by a community is related to the size of the
community; that is, large metropolitan areas generate more air traffic
than small cities. Traffic variations within a population--size group,
however, reflect community differences in economic character and
other factors of the region.
Vaviab Zes
Travel cost is the expense in going.from the central city
of region i to . the central city of the region j. The travel cost
is calculated by adding the following three costs:
• coach air fare from the airport of region i to the airport of
region j.
• the cost to reach the airport'from the central city in region i.
o the cost to reach the central city from the airport in region j.
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Travel time is defined as the time spent in going from the
central city of region i to the central city of the region j. It is
the summation of the following four elements.
o travel time from central city to airport in region i:,
o travel time from airport to the central city in region j.
o actual flight time from the airport in region i to the airport
in region j.
0 45 minutes for ticket and luggage check in at region i and
luggage check out at region j.
Reliability was measured as the percentage of the scheduled
flights from the airport at region. i which actually departured in
the year under consideration.
Direct airline connections and routes are a prerequisite to the
development of the airline passenger potential, Figure 13 compares
the air traffic relationship between Kansas City and Denver in 1941
when the routes included Omaha and Wichita as intermediate stops and,
in 1946, after direct service had been instituted. The increase in
the number of passengers traveling between the pair of cities is
apparent from the following (FAA, 1963) .
1940	 1946
Passengers between Denver and Kansas City 	 29	 1,484
Percent of Denver's total. traffic 	 1.20	 5..70
Percent of Kansas City's total traffic	 0.21	 4.63
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a
PASSENGERS BETWEEN DENVER AND KANSAS CITY
1940, SERVICE FOR SEPT
—_.._L—
	
OMAHA,
* ,^DENVER
1	 KAN
---- J —	 —4 C11— 
PI1CH}TA ^--^^
1945, SERVICE FOR SEPT
DENVER
oKANSAS
Change of airline necessary at	 Direct Route
either Wichita or Omaha
Figure 13, Direct Route Passenger Service Generates More 'traffic Than
Indirect Connections
Thus, the number of passengers between two cities is directly
proportional to the number of direct flights without stoppage and, to
a lesser extent, to the number of direct flights with stops and the
connecting flights.
Generally, the purpose of trip is either pleasure or business.
Short distance trips can be considered as business trips. When
purpose of the trip is included in the model, the level of service/
comfort can be taken as the number of seats available during the
morning hours, i.e., on flights arriving at airport in region j by
noon, for short distance flights. This will take into account the
busi.nessmens' needs for morning departure for one day trip. This
criterion, was not used for long distance flights because.a long-distance .
trip is hardly ever a one day trip, so that morning departure, even
for a business trip, is not as critical as for short flights. For
long-distance flights, level of service represents the number of seats
available in one-day. The procedure to calculate the number of seats is
described in the next section of the report.
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ra
When the purpose of the trip is not considered in the model,
level of service is considered as a function of the number of available
seats and is same for both long distance and short distance. flights.
Attractiveness of the cities also affects the number of
enplanements; that is, famous cities with many tourist and/or business
attractions generate more air traffic than cities with Little attraction.
The communities are classified according to whether the community
earned its livelihood primarily by trade and /or industry. Accordingly,
communicities were divided into four categories: Industrial Communities,
Marketing Centers, Institutional Communities, and Balanced Communities.
Marketing Centers have wholesale sales per capita that are
significantly above average and a percentage of industrial employment
that is below average; criteria for Industrial Communities are the
reverse. Balanced Communities have "around average" counts for both
criteria; while Institutional Communities are "negative" because their
primary economic livelihood is derived, at least in part from activities
i
not directly related to either trade or industry. Table 11 classifies
l;	 the cities in these four categories.
Considering these independent variables, the proposed model for
is
the calculation of the number of enplanements between two cities i
and j is
al 
a2 «3 
c4 c5 a6 a7 0 8 c9 
c10 a
ll c12
	
T.. = x P. P. D. $.. TT.. F.. ST.. A. R. K. 	 Ch. Ch.	 (14)
i.7 0
 x . 	1	 i3 i3	 r3 . zj	 1	 x
r,	
where T.. no. of enplanements from region i to region j
Pi ,P^ _ population of regions i and j., respectively (in 1000's)
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D. = distance from region i to region j
J	 ,
, j 
W cosr_of air travel from region i to region j
r
TT..^J = traveltImu from region i to region j.
Fij = no. of flights from region i to region j
ST.. - no. of available seats in planes from region i to region. j
J
A .
 = attractiveness of city i
. = attractiveness of city j
R = road conditions of city i
3.
	R. W
J	
road conditions of city j
K. = reliability of service at region i
Chi characteristic of city i
Ch  = characteristic of city j
Relative attractiveness of the cities were compared and values
were given to each city out of a maximum of 20 (where 0 is very little
attraction and 20 highly attractive). Road conditions were also
compared and values assigned to each city out of a maximum of
10 (where 0 is very poor and 10 excellent). The definitions of each
of these variables is summarized in Table 12.
Many regression models were run using data from the 251 city
pairs. various combinations of parameters were tried and various
forms of the model evaluated. Based on these a model for trips
from city i to city j. T ij where tha distance is greater than 300 miles
is given by .
.G2 .35
- P	 k^.	 4.88 .03 1.25 .38	 -.38	 -1.04
	T..	 1.34 x 10 5 x58 J R. 	 A.	 S..	 F. 	 Chi	Chj	 (15)
D...
zJ
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where the number of flights 
Fij is given by
no. of direct flights
No. of direct flights + No. of direct flights (1 stop) + (2 or more3stops)
Wo. of connecting flights (no stop in either No. of connecting flights
+	 -	
segment of trip)	 + (one stop)
	
4	 6
No. of connecting flights (2 or more stops)
8
and the number of seats Sij by
No. of seats in direct flight (DF) No. of seats in DF (one stop)
(no stops)	
+	
2
No. of seats in connecting flights
+ No. of seats in DF (2 or more stops) + (CF) (no stop in either segment of
E'	 4	 trip)
10
No. of seats in CF (1 stop)
	
No. of seats in CF (2 or more stops)
+	 ^'8	 10
The characteristics of city i and j are the percent employed in
manufacturing and wholesale and retail trade respectively.
Details of this model are given in Table 13.
TABLE 13
Variable	 Exponent	 Std. Error	 F	 Significance
P.	 .62	 .10	 39.7	 -.00
P^	
.35	 .08	 21.6	 .00
D..	 -.58	 .12	 22.1	 .00
z3
R.	 4.88	 2.43	 4.1	 .051
A.	 .03	 .11	 .09	 .76
S..	 .33
	 .15	 4.8	 .03
F..
	
.39	 .18	 4.5	 .04
Ch.	 -.28	 .13	 4.5	 .04
z
Ch.	 -.85	 .52	 2.6	 .11
J
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Several points are worth noting here. First, conspicuous by its
absence is the time variable. This is due to the 'fact that time and
distance are highly interrelated for a single made and thus the
effect of time is embedded in the distance variable. Another paint
'	 F
1	 to note is the negative exponents on the city characteristics. This
implies that the more manufacturing (and thus less government, education,
professional, etc.) the fewer trips generated in region i and the
more retail trade (less government, education, profession and manu-
facturing) the fewer trips attracted by j. In addition the population
of the originating city is more of a determining factor than the
population of the destination city.
This model which is significant at better than the .01 level
accounts for 93% of the variance in the data: or, has a correlation
coefficient of r=0.963. It is felt that although this model is a
composite model with many assumptions it has demonstrated the ability of non-
conventional, more easily forecastable variables to predict demand.
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SECTION IV
CONCLUSIONS
Several conclusions can be dratm from this study:
• a more sophisticated model to predict travel demand is needed
• many existing variables used to predict demand cannot be
forecasted reliably
• market segmentation is necessary to develop better demand
forecasting models
• non-conventional (i.e. other than cost and time) variables
can be used to predict deman
• there is a distinct lack of data to use for non-economic
demand models
i
ry
^
7
9
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iTABLE la; Verification Test of Virginia Air Transportation System Study Model for Virginia Airports, 1074
(1)
1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 Actual. Enplane— i	 El
. 1,00
i Airport Code Pi I' '{iii ai E! ments 1974 Accudl	 Act
I Charlottesville Clio 137,100 5.508 3056 87,300 .627 54,700 52,900 1.03 -1.	 37
2 Danville DAN 217,600 5.508 2990 134,400 .063 8,500 7,000 1.21 +21%
3, EEot Springs lisp 5,100 5.508 3770 4,400 1.417 6,200 4,800 1.29 +297
4 Lynchburg LYH 175,600 5.508 3203 119,400 .507 60,500 56,000 1.08 + 87
5 ldewport News Fill 373,500 5.508 3407 277;200 .800 221,800 200,500 1.11 +117
6 .Ivriolk ORF 817,000 5.508 3361 594;800 1.244 739,900 701,700 1.05 + 5%
7 Ricluuond RIC 942,700 5.588 3723 793;000 .582 461,500 426,500 1,08 + 6%
8 Roanoke ROA 490,200 5.508 3033 3081700 .916 282,800 351,200 .81 --19
9 Staunton SIiD 178,700 5,508 2985 110,000 .204 22,400 21,900 1.02 + 2%O (Sben.V,alley)
L 1,878,200 1,772,100 1.06 + 6%
ij
0O
Z
e^
FOOTNOTES;
(1) Enplanements are Scheduled Domestic Enplanements for Certificated
Air Carriers.
Source: Airport Activity Statistics, 12 Months Ended 31 Dec. 1974
WILL lb;
i	 Airgarc.
Verification Test of Virginia
1974	 1974	 1974
Code	 P1	 F	 Yl
Air Transportation System:
1974	 1974
E 'i	 P'i	 E1
Study Model for Michigan Airports,
(1)
Actual Enplane-	 Li
meets 1974	 Actual
1974
El
	
-1.00
Act.
`	 I Alpena APN 107,800 5.508 2354 47,400 .185 8,800 9 , 200 .96 -- 4%
2 Benton Harbor DEH 275,200 5.508 2808 155, 4 00 .172 26,700 30,000 .89 --111
3 Detroit DTT 4,763,600 5.508 3529 3,715,700 .976 3,626,500 3,776,200 .96 -- 4X
4 Escanaba ESC 46,700 5.508 2488 22,200 .689 15,300 15,400 .99 - I%
5 Flint FKT 580,600 5.508 3022 363,700 .224 81,500 99,600 .82 -18J
6 Grand Rapids GRR 722 , 500 5 . 508 2966 440 , 800 .581 256,100 284 ,600 .90 -107.
7 Hancock C= 46,500 5.508 2158 18,100 .866 15,700 18,800 .84 -161
9 Iron Mountain IMT 38,400 5.508 2553 19,000 .837 15,900 16,400 .97 - 3%
9 Ironwood IWD 31,700 5.508 2261 13,200 .688 9,100 8,700 1.05 + 5%
10 Jackson 3\N 272,100 5.508 2904 161,100 .041 6,600 8,700 .76 -24%
11 Kalamazoo AZO 473,400 5.508 3074. 303,B00 .327 99,300 101,300 .98 - 2%
12 Lansing UN 396,500 5.508 3145 262,800 . .466 122,500 160,600 .7.6 -24%
-	 +-	 13 M-wistee MBL
14 trenominee =1 25,000 5.508 2327 10.800 .859 9,300 9,200 1.01 + if
15 'Lirq ctte 79,100 5.508 2577 38,300 .742 28,400 29,900 .95 - 5%
16 Xu:,kegan " ;G 283,900 5.508 2578 144 600 .470 68,000 73,100 .93 - 79
17 Pellston PU 38,900 5.508 2531 19,000 1.294 24,600 27,100 .91 - 9% ^^
li: ^a inau !BS 735,700 5.506 2797 413,200 .394 162,800 170,400 .96 - 4% '^
19 S F^aeieSCe ^ 5SM 53,500 5.508 2224 21,700 .522 11,300 12,300 .92 - 8% ^{^ 'Fi
20 Trav4rse City T11C 140,400 5.568 2482 66,600 .850 56,600 64,300 .88 -12%
L
.
4,645,000. 4,915,800 .94 - 6%
FOOTNOTES:
M Enplanements are Scheduled Domestic Enplanements.for Certificated
Air Carriers
Source: Airport Activity Statistics, 12 Months Ended 31 Dec. 1974
h TABLE lc: Verification Test of
Virginia Air Transportation System: Study Model for Oregon Airports, 1974
E 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 Actual Enplane-^ _1 -!i_ 
_ 1.00i Airport CoLlc P 1 F .Z t Eft ¢i	 Ei ments 1974	 _Actual Act
1 Astoria AST 29,100 5.508 3114 19,000 .069	 1,300 700 1.86 +86%
2 Lu4,enc EUi; 395,7UO 5.508 2921 236,300 .483	 114,100 136,100 .84 --16Z
3 Klamath Falls UET 58,900 5.508 2925 35,200 .608	 21,400 24,500 .87 -137
4 Medford 11FIt 154;6ii0 5.508 2730 84,000 1.073	 90,100 93.900 .96 - 42
5 "rth ISLnd OTH 73,100 5.508 2942 ',4,100 .312	 13,800 15,500 .89 -11%
6 Pendlctun PAT 80,700 5.508 2905 47,800 .443	 21,200 28,200 .75 --257
7 Portland PDX 1,161,900 5.508 3430 807,800 1.666 1,479,100 1,501,000 .99 - 1%
8 (,udr.ond RDH 61,300 5.509 817 34,700 .145	 5,000 7,600 .66 -347
9 Salum SLE 290,700 5.508 2921 173,600 .057	 9,900 13,200 .75 -25Z
£ 1,755,900 1,820,700 .96 - 47
FD3THOTES:
(1} Enplanements are Scheduled Domestic Enplanements for
Certificated Air Carriers
Source:	 Airport Activity Statistics, 12 Months Ended
31 Dec. 1974
x	 ^
 
 
 
 
 
 
"Page missing from available version"
Increase in Av. Airfare 6/mi) Real U.S.
C.Y.I.	 over C.P.I. Wmi) over U.S. Av. Air- Over Previous Av. Airfare
Previous year (1967-1) Previaus Year fare Wmi) Year
-- 1.253 -- 6.918 -- 5.521
+ 6.27 1,331 + 1.6% 7.030 -4.3% 5.281
x-11.0. 1.477 +15.7% 8.136 -1•4.3% 5.508
+ 9.1 1.612 + 2.2% 8.314 -6.4% 5.158
+ 5.8% 1.705 + 2.0% 8.480
-3.6% 4.974
1971
1973
1974
1975
1976
IVr
CQ
l^
^7
's
f
TAtLE
,Airport
Sat
	
Verification Test
Code	 Mi/f	 M^ /Y1ash
of WwAangton State System
r^Siash/U.S.
	
DU.5.
Airport Plan Model
Actual En-
Ei	 1974 (1)
for Washington
I:	 E'
Act	 Act
Airports,
-1.00
1974
Approx.
Commuter En-
planements
1 Nphrata 1.0% 92.0% .392% 189,666,700 6,800
	
Bop(2) 7,000
Wenatchee
2 E[oquiam 4.0% 8.0% .3927 189,666,700 2,400	 100(2) 23,000
Olympia
3 .Pasco 10.5X 92.07 .392% 189,666,700 71,800
	
67,100(2) 1.07	 + 7% 12,000
4 Pullman 4.0% 92 . 0% .392% 165,666,700 27,400	 8,500 (2) 18,000
6 Spokane 82.5% 92.0% .392% 189,666,700 564,300	 649,000 (3) .87	 -13% 20,000
7 Walla Walla 2.07 92.0% . 392% 189,666 , 700 13,700	 5,400(2) 12,000
8 Yakima 96.0% 8.0% .3922 189,666,700 57,100	 59,100(2) .97	 - 3% 12,000
.L 743,500
	
790,000(2)
FOOTNOTES:
(1) Enplanements are Scheduled Domestic Enplanements for Certificated
Air Carriers
Source: Airport Activity Statistics, 12 Months Ending 31 Dec. 1974
(2) Does not include significant Commuter Airline Enplanements
(3) World's Fair held in Spokane in 1974. Spokane 1975 Enplanements -550,000
AL
TABLE 3b:
Actual, En-
Ei Ei
Airport Code rii/lra ` ^a /U S.
C97G
U.S.
1974
Li
planemants
1974 Actual
- 1.001letnni	 —_
Charlottesville CHO 2.4% .98% 189,666,700 44,6600 52,900 .84 -16%
2 Danville bkN 0.31 .98% 189,666,700 5,600 7,000 .80 -20%
.3 flat Springs LISP 0.22 .987 189,666,700 3,700 4,800 .77 -23%
4 Lynchburg LkH 3.27, .98.:' 189,666,700 59,500 56,000 1.06 + 6%
5 Newport Newa. Pill' 11.9 .98% 189,666,700 221,200 200,500 1.10 tlOX
6 Norfolk QRF 37.2t. .98% 189,666,700 691,400 701,500 .99 - 1%
7 RicIL.and 91C 22.6% .96.", 189,666,700 420,100 426,500 .9B - 2%
8 f;ujlwis	 e RUA 18.6% .98% 189,666,700 345,700 351,200 .98 - 2%
o+	 9 Stallncnn Silo 1.1% 98+; 189,666,700 20,400 21,900 .93 - 71
(Sked.Valley)
E 1,812,200 1,772,100 1.02 + 2%
TABLE 3c:
1974 Actual En-
i Airport Code rIi/Ore r^Ore/U.S. £U.S.
1974
Ei
planements
1974 Actual
Ei
Actual -1'00
I Astoria AST -- .164; 189,666,700 -- 700 -- --
2 Eugene FUG 45.0% .16% 189,666,700 136,600 136,100 1.00 OZ
3 Klamath Falls UIr 5.0% .16% 189,666,700 15,200 24,500 .62 -387
4 Medford HER 31.07 .16 189,666,700 94,100 93,900 1.00 07
5 North Bend OTH 3.07 .16% 189,666,700 9,100 15,500 .59 --417
6 Pendleton PDT 11.07 .167 189,666,700 33,400 28,2:,0 1.18 +182
7 Portland PDX -- -- -- -- -.-
8 Redmond RD'H 2.02: .164 189,666,700 6,100 7,600 .80 -20Z
4	
9 Salem SLL 3.07 .167 189,666,700 9,100 13,200 .69 -317
E 303,600 319,700 .95 - 5!
TABLE 4a
Values of Mode Speci fic Calibration Parameters
Mode am a ^ W am(2) aa(3)
Auto 13.75 - 1.6 .. 1.6 0
Bus 1.50 - 1.5 - 1.5 0.3247
Air (except Chicago-Detroit) 1.50 - 1.5 - 1.5 0.3247
Air (Chicago-Detroit only) 0.75 - 1.5 - 1.5 0.3247
1
3
i
e
j
a
a
r-^
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TABLE 4b
Air	 Auto	 Bus
Charlottesville-Roanoke
Distance (mi.)	 100	 115	 115
Time (hrs)	 1.7	 2.3	 3.0
Cost (1974 $)	 30.50	 6.00	 7.50
Cost (1970 $)
	
20.90	 4.10	 5.15
Frequency (per day)	 1	 -3	 M	 3
Wm	 3.49 X 10	 .330	 .O17
W = .40
W0.1= .91
Charlottesville--Dallas
Distance (mi.)	 1,100	 1,250
Time (hrs.)	 7.25	 38
Cost (1974 $)	 142	 75
Cost (1970 $)	 97	 52
Frequency (per day)	 4
w 
	
5.88X105	 7.33X105	
"bus <105
W a	1.32 X 10 4
W0.1 „ .41
Charlottesville-San Francisco
Distance (mi.)	 2,400	 3,000
Time (hrs.)	 10.75	 110
Cost (1974 S)	 220
	
220
Cost (1970 $}	 150	 150
Frequency (per day)	 4	 m
wm	9.54 X 10 6	 2.46 \ 10 6	
''bus < 10 6
W = 1.20 X 1075
140.1 a .32
Notes: Air time 2 flight time + 45 min. check-in + 15 min. egress at arrival + 1 flour
ground time to and from airports (check-in and egross shortened for
Charlottesville-Roanoke because it is assumed no checked baggage for
short flight)
Air Cost
	
	
flight cost + $1 for gas for car driven to and from Charlottesville
Airport (assume no parking) + $2.50 for taxi at destination
Auto time = calculated at 50 mph while on-road, or raximum of 606 mi(day
Auto Cost - calculated at 15 mpy and S.6rl/ga. Food cost estimated at. $3/meal
and hotel ar $15/night.
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tr	 „ .
Regions
within Michifian
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
l4
ii
TABLE 4a
Travel Refiiony Gateway Cities, and Values of Regional Constants
Value of Region Constant
Gateway City	 (multiplied by 10-)
Detroit	 10.38
Jackson	 2.00
Kalamazoo
	
5.20
Benton Harbor	 2.42
Flint	 3,24
Lansing	 8.66
Saginaw	 7.22
Grand Rapids	 8.43
Alpena	 6.65
Traverse City	 16.97
Sault Saine Marie	 27.20
12 Escanaba 3b.38
13 Marquette. 30.50
14 Houghton (Hancock) 47.70
15 1 Port Huron 8.94
16 Pontiac 10.75
17 ? Ann Arbor 10.60
-
18 1 Monroe 4.57
19 Battle Creek 5.50
20 1 Caro 4.14
21 Muskegon 10.30
22 1 Say City 7.92
23 ; Ludington 5.20
24 Pellston 40.00
25 .Menominee 37.02
26 Iran !Mountain 40.00
27 Ironwood 31.48
1These regions do not have their own airport.
21-'E^DINQ RAG IQ JBLAN.K NOT FILM.EL, .
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TABLE 4c	 (cont'd)
Regions Value of Region Constant
Outside Michigan Gateway City (Multiplied by lo)
r•
28 Green Bay 5.62
29 Milwaukee 10.04
30 Chicago 9.34
31 South Bend 3.51
32 Toledo 2.26
33 Cleveland 2,48
34 Pittsburgh 3.44
35 Buffalo 5.50
36 Minneapolis 11.02
37 Des Moines 4.39
38 St. Louis 11.68
39 Indianapolis 5.89
40 Louisville 12.15
r 41 Cincinnati 4.99
• 42 Columbus 3.47
43 Billings 6.67
44 Denver 40.52
45 Kansas City 9.09
46 Dallas 10.21
47 Birmingham 2.05
48 Atlanta 3.95
49 Washington, D.C. 10.06
50 Philadelphia 9.12
51 New Yarn 13.09
52 Seattle 56.32
53 San Francisco 73.75
54 Los Angeles 77.90
55 Miami 119.69
4 56 Boston 12.65
'I
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TABLE 4d Data for Michigan Model (Travel to Grand Rapids)
i	 LnN
one-way
J	 „-
Q
Gateway	 1
Pj Cair tair fair d 0.1W Wair Tair i j2
1
1 Detroit	 10,38 X 10
-4
2,560,000 4,736,000	 21.00 2.7 6 126 .88 2.8 X 10-3 9,530 11,205 22,410
2 Jackson	 2.00 272,100 0 --
3 Xalamazuo	 5.20 292,800 1;67,000 D
-3
4 Bentan Harbor	 2.42 275,200 20.00 2.2 ri 69 .92 3.766 10 170 125 2;D
5 Clint	 3.24 :90,600 D --
6 Lansing	 8.66 396,500 17.00 2.1 5 48 .93 5.43 X 10 3
X 
10731 ,220 130 20)7 Saginaw	 7.22 383,000 690,600	 18 . 00 2.2 1 86 .91 2.97 425 B50
8 Grand Rapids	 8.43 722,600 --
9 Alpena	 6.65 107,800 0 310 Traverse City	 16.97 140,400 24.00 2.2 1 129 . 88 1.93 X 10 320 620 1,240
11 Sault St. Marie 27,20 53,500 0 --
10 412 Escanaba	 36.38 46,700 34.00 3.8 3 211 .81 6.93 X 90 655 1,310
a13 Marquette	 30.50 79,100 36.00 4.1 2 271 .78 5.29 X 10_ 100 1,190 2,380
14 Hancock	 47.70 46,500 40.00 4.8 1 330 .74 2.78 X 10 50 685 1,370
15 Port Huron (Detroit) 745,500
16 Pontiac.	 (Detroit) 966 800
add to Detroit
17 Ann Arbor (Detroit) 234,1G0
18 Monroe (Detroit) 119,200
19 Battle Creek (kalamazoo) 179,900
20 Caro (Saginaw)
N21 Muskegon	 10.30 241,10D 274,500	 17.00 2.1 1 41 .94 3.47 Y. 1073 640 45 90
22 Bay City Saginaw)
23 Ludington (Muskegon)
24 Pellston	 40.00 38,900 0 --
325 .Menominee	 37.02 25,000 28.00 2.2 2 1.96 X 10
26 Iron Mountain	 40.00 38,400 0 -- 0
27 Ironwood	 39.48 31,700 0 --
28 Green Bay	 5.62 795,000 26.00 2.6 3 171 .85 1.83 X 10-3 590 3,190 6,380
29 . Milwaukee	 10.04 3,624,000 20.00 2.6 4 120 .88 2.92 X i0_3 7,350 8,690 17,3€30
30 Chicago	 9.34 11,587,000 21.00 2.4 12 134 .87 3.84 X 10 329,100 35,495 70,990
31 South Bend	 3.55 964,000 22.00 2.3 1 91 91 2.05 X 10- 470 160 320
.32 Toledo	 2.26 1,079,000 23.00 2.3 1 125 .88 1.92 X 10_3 320 440 680 F-4
33 Cleveland	 2.48 3,426,000 26.00 2.7 5 216 .82 1.97 X 10-4 1,240 9 7 845 19,690
34 Pittsburgh	 3.44 5,418,000 33.00 4.2 5 319 .76 7.10 X 10-4 1,060 3,855 7,710
35 Buffalo	 5_50 2,556,000 45.00 4.5 4 344 .74 3.81 X 10 440 1,345 2,690
J.
Travel between.gateway airports (both wars) based upon 10% ticket returns to CAB 1 Apr 1972 to
31 11ar. 1973.
rm^
TABLE 4d (cont`d)
one-way
j Gateway 8.i
P i Cair tair fair d 0.1W Wair Tair 3,1
1
2
36 Minneapolis 11.02 5,369,000 53.00 4.5 15 408 .70 3.84 X 10-4
X 10-4
1 3 980 7,410 14,820
2,03037 Des Moines 4.39 2,571,000 50.03 4.5 11 428 .69 4.42 400 1,015
38 St. Louis 11.68 2,915,000 46.00 4.2 10 382 .71 4.97 X 10 1,450 3,020 6,040
39 Indianapolis 5.89 3,701,000 40.00 4.1 11 221 .81 6.46 X 10-4 1,060 1,685 3,370
40 Louisville 12.15 3,019,003 50.00 4.1 6 325 .75 4.12 X 10,4 1 3 230 2,105 4,210
41 Cincinnati 4.99 3,126,000 46.00 4.3 11 268 .78 4.87 X 10,4 590 1,980 3,960
42 Columbus.. 3.47 3,449,000 40.00 4,0 2 242 .80 4.69 X 10_5 430 1,545 3,090
27043 Billings 6.67 1,895,000 94.00 7.8 2 1,154 .40 4.78 X 10-5 90 135
44 Denver 40.52 7,547,000 86.00 6.6 8 1,027 .42 9.48 X 10 4,200 3,295 6,590
45 Kansas City 9.09 6,171,000 55.00 4.9 10 540 .63 3.02 X 104 1,640 2,475 4,950
46 Dallas 10.21 20,528,000 79.00 5.9 14 927 .45 1.39 X 10 4 3,940
480
2,605
520
5,210
47 Birmingham 2.05 10,358,000 66.00 4.3 3 646 .57 2.13 X 10-4 1,440
48 Atlanta 3.95 13,727,000 67.00 5.1 11 640 .57 2.15 X 10  1,250 3,000 6,000 .
49 Washington. 10.06 9,720,000 45.00 3.8 2 513 .14 4.24 X 104 3,950 6,736 .13,460
50 Philadelphia 9.12 10,981,000 58.00 4.3 7 576 .61 3.17 X 10-4 3,170 5,155 10,310
51 NOW York 13.09 23,756,000 50.00 4.3 3 614 .58 3.23 X 10 10,550 22,155 44,310
C.n	 52 Seattle 56.32 5,7.49,000 131.00 8.3 5 1,807 .32 3.23 X 10_^ 1,990 1,885 3,770
L03
	 53 San Francisco 73.75 7,350,000 131.00 7.6 12 1,964 .32 4.37 X 113 5 4,516 3,790 7,580
54 Los Angeles 77.90 13,526,000 131.00 7.8 14 1,863 .33 4.29 X 10:5 8,340 7,110 14,220
55 Miami 114.69 7,099,000 101.00 6.5 12 1,215 .38 8.17 X 10
_4 11,130 4,045 8,090
56 Boston 12.65 9,062,000 70.00 4.8 8 746 .54 2.08 X 10 2,690 4,890 9,780
04
Travel between gateway alrparts (bo tll ways) based upon 10% ticket returns to CAB 1 Apr 1972
to Mar. 1973.
TABLE 5
l ^C3
44CU Mr-1
x
• La a o
Author ^, ^ M o
Variable 0
Time X X X X x
Cost X x X X X
Departures/day X X X X
Attractiveness X X
Taxable Payroll, X
Population X X X X
Hotel & Motel Payroll X
No. of Registered Autos X X
Income X X X X
Demand Deposits X X
No. of College Students X X
Employment in Gov't. X X X
Camf ort X Y
Convenience X X X
No. of hotel/motel rooms X
Emp. in Wholesal/Man. X X X
Emp. in Finance/Ins./Real Estate X X
Emp. in Retail X X
No. of dwelling units X
Distance X
Property Value X
Sales Tax X
Safety
Reliability X
ribil . t o adork X
1. 
1
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TABLE 7
List of Factors Considered Important to Air Travel Demand
MODE VARIABLES
	
PERSONAL VARIABLES
Comfort
	
Age
Convenience	 Education
Cost
	
Income
Reliability	 Occupation
Safety	 Car Ownership
Service
Speed
REGIONAL VARIABLES
	
TRIP VARIABLES
Employment
Industrial Characteristics
Population
Length of Stay
Number of persons traveling
in party
Number of stops in travel itinerary
Purpose of Trip
Travel Time (or Distance)
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I I .. 
f::.' 1 .. 
l, ~ 
lOHA 
1. Des Hoines (DSH) 
2. Fort Dodge (FOD) 
3. Burlington (BRL) 
4. Keokuk (EOK) 
5. HarshalItmm (HIH) 
6. Cedar Rapids (CID) 
7. Hason City (NCH) 
8. OttUlm~o (OTN) 
9. Spencer (SPI~) 
10. Haterloo (ALO) 
11. Clinton (CIVI) 
12. Dubque (DBQ) 
13. Davenport (DVN) 
14. Fort Nadison (QTH) 
15. Sioux City (SUX) 
TABLE 8 
Selected Cities 
NINNESOTA 
16. Bemidji (BJI) 
17. Brainerd (BRD) 
18. Hibbing (HIB) 
19. Eveleth (EVN) 
20. Fairmont (FRH) 
2l. Grand Rapids (GPZ) 
22. International Falls (INL) 
23. Nankato (NKT) 
24. New U1m (ULN) 
25. Thief River Fa lIs (TVF) 
26. \~inona (ONA) 
27. Horthington (OTG) 
28. Duluth (DLH) 
29. Rochester (RST) 
30. Ninneapolis-St. Paul (NSP) 
56 
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TABLE 8 (cant T d)
MISSOURI NEBRASKA
31. Cape Girardeau (CGI) 44. Alliance (AIA)
32. Jefferson City	 (JEF) 45. Chadron (CDR)
33. Joplin (JLN) 46. Columbus (OLU)
34. Kirksville (IRK) 47. Grand Island (GRI)
35. Rolla (RLA) 48. Hastings (HSI)
36. Springfield (SGF). 49. .Kearney (EAR)
37. Columbia (COU) 50. McCook (MCK)
38. St. Louis (STL) 51. Norfolk (OFK)
39. Sedalie (DMO) 52. North Platte (LBF)
40. Malden NATO 53. Scottsbluff (BFF)
41. Kansas City (MCI) 54. Sidney (SNY)
42. Poplar Bluff (POF) 55. Lincoln (LNK)
43. Ft. Leonard Wood (TBN) 56. Omaha (OMA)
TABLE 8 (cont'd)
ILLINOIS KANSAS
57. Carbondale (MDH) 75. Dodge City (DDC)
58. Danville (DNV) 76. Garden City (GCK)
59, Galesburg (GBG) 77. Goodland (GLD)
60. Jacksonville (IJX) 78. Great Bend (GBD)
61. Macomb (MQB) 79. Hays (HXS)
62. Mattoon (MTO) 80. Hutchison (HUT)
63. Mount Vernon (MNV) 81. Lawrence (LWC)
64. Quincy (UIN) 82. Liberal (LBL)
65. Sterling/Rock Falls (SQI)	 83. Manhattan (MHK)
66. Bloomington (BMI) 84. Olathe (OJC)
67, Chicago (CHI) 85. Salina	 (SIN).
68, Champaign (CMI) 86. Wichita (ICT)
69. Decatur (DEC) 87. Parsons (PPF)
TABLE 8 (cont'd)
VIRGINIA
r
MICHIGAN
89. Lynchburg (LYH) 100. Detroit (DT1?)
90. Newport News (PHF) 101. Grand Rapids (GRR)
91. Norfolk (ORF) 102.
3
Flint (FNT)	 A
92. Richmond (RIC) 103. Lansing (LAN)
93. Roanoke (ROA) 104. Muskegon (MKG)
94. Charlottesville (CHO) 105. Saginaw (MBS)
95. Danville (DAN) 105_ Alpena (APN)
96. Hot Springs (HSP) 107. Kalamazoo (AZ)
97. Manassas (MNS) 108. Benton Harbor (BEH)'
.	 98. Pulaski (PSK) 109. Battle Creek (BTL)
99. Staunton (SHD) 110. Hancock (CMX)	 .i
111. Escanaba (ESC)
112. Iron Mountain (IMT)
113. Iron Wood (ITO)
114. Jackson (JXN
115. Manistee (MBL)
116. Menominee 02*1)
117. Marquette (MQT)	 a
118. Pel.lston (PLN)
119. Sault Ste Marie (SSK) is
120. Traverse City (TVC)	 II^
I
OREGON
121. Eugene (EUG)
` 122.. Portland (PDX) 
a
123. Washington, D.C.
124. New York, N, Y.
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TABLE 9
.Selacted City Pairs with 1974 Data
No. of	 tj	 w°
passengers
C	 µ
d7	 ri
L	 O
V	 U
K	
City pairs	 Tip	 u a
	
Distance	 Population i	 Population j	 0 of	 D of
i to j	 in thousands	 ¢	 x	 miles	 in thousands	 in thousands	 flights	 seats
I.
	 DSM-WAS	 11.548	 10 10	 890	 574	 2990	 6	 479
2	 CID-WAS	 5.575	 8	 6	 793	 300	 2990	 4.1	 244
3	 RST-WAS	 2.840	 5	 4	 867	 250	 2990	 4.3	 260
4	 M5P-WAS	 65.682	 18 10	 923	 2,362	 2990	 16.1	 1427
5	 CHI-WAS	 243.002	 20 10	 595	 7,013	 2990	 32.6	 3988
6	 CMI-WAS	 8.262	 10 10	 595	 183	 2990	 5.0	 358
7	 MLI-WAS	 7.385	 6	 9	 730	 220	 2990	 5.4	 365
8	 PIA-14AS	 5.995	 10	 8	 677	 439	 2990	 6.0	 372	 i
9	 SPI-14AS	 4.262	 10	 8	 673	 253	 2990	 4.0	 219
10	 ICT-WAS	 8.300	 15 10	 1103	 529	 2990	 3.6	 278
11	 STL-WAS	 68.227	 18 10	 707	 .2,439	 2990	 6.5	 680
12	 MCI-WAS	 42.375	 12 10	 940	 1,633	 2990	 7.5	 708
13	 LNK-WAS	 4.570	 10	 8	 1048	 319	 2990	 2.3	 111
"	 14	 OM-WAS	 15.507	 14 10	 1004	 803	 2990	 4.6	 407
15	 DAN-WAS	 1.470	 .3	 2	 199	 264	 2996.	 1.8	 102
16	 SHD-WAS	 2.730	 3	 7	 100	 201	 2990	 3.5	 198
17	 DSM-NYC	 19.442	 10 10	 1027	 574	 17,224	 9.25	 704
18	 DLH-NYC	 4.782	 10	 5	 1001	 211	 17,224	 3.2	 203fi . 
19	 RST-NYC	 6.537	 5	 4	 973	 250	 17,224	 5.6	 523
20	 lisp -NYC	 134.390	 18 10	 1018	 2,362	 27,224	 17.4	 1732
21	 STh-NYC	 165.177	 18 10	 883	 2,439	 17,224	 17.2	 1956
22	 MCI-NYC	 83.495	 12 10.	 1101	 1,633	 17,224	 15.0	 1386
23	 LNK-NYC	 6.150	 10	 8	 1193	 319	 17.224	 4.2	 265
24	 OMA-NYC	 27.325	 14 10	 1164	 803	 17,224	 8.7	 770
25	 PIA-NYC	 10.790	 10	 8	 824	 439	 17,224	 8	 495
26	 Sri-NYC
	
4.782	 10	 8	 832	 253	 17,224	 6.7	 361
27	 CHI-NYC	 9.932	 10 10	 756	 183	 17,224	 5.7	 314
28	 CHI-NYC	 854.6	 20 10	 722	 7,013	 17,224	 62.2	 9807
29	 ICT-NYL	 15.195	 15 10	 1279	 529	 17,224	 .7	 593
30	 SIED-NYC
	 2.490	 3	 7	 313	 201	 17,224	 2.75	 114
31	 CWI-CHI
	
0.762	 3	 6	 132	 79	 7.013	 2	 96
32	 DSH-CIII
	 62.932	 10 10	 306	 574	 7,013	 10	 1177
33	 DBQ-CH1	 5.01	 8	 2	 156	 148	 7,013	 5+	 271
9
60
c^^
n
fl
No. of ^;
m -+
Passengers ,> b
City Fairs
75j
u
u
u
ro Distance Population i	 Population j # of 0 of
i to j in thousands - z la LICs in thousands	 in thuusar.ds flights =eacs
34 FOD-CHI 1.790 3 5 333 170	 7,013 1 32
35 BRL-CHI 4.957 3 4 191 74	 7,413 2 96
36 CID-CHI 26.620 8 6 204 300	 7,013 6.2 643
37 MCW-CHI 5.167 3 5 298 .165	 7,013 1.8 84
38 OTM-CHI 1.305 3 3 249 115	 7,013 .66 24
39 5UX-CH3 11.570 6 8 445 225	 7,013 4.0 394
40 ALO-CHI. 14.377 3 3 243 274	 7,013. 3..83 347
41 DLH-CHI 14.747 10 5 407 211	 1,013 3.25 254
42 INL-CHI 3.335 10 1 538 215	 7,013 1.1 75
43 MSP-CHI, 262.917 18 10 345 2,362	 7,013 32.5 5144
44 RST-CHI 25..525 5 4 .279 250	 7,013 7.25 682
45 ONA-CHI .0075 3 4 251 63	 7,013 1 15
46 HIB-CH1 2.142 3 4 456 113	 7,013 1.4 56
47 CGI-CHI 1.342 3 8 335 172	 7,013 0.3 12
48 JLN-CHI 4.517 3 5 486 164	 7,013 2.58 162
49 SGF-CHI 11.375 12 5 439 401	 7,013 2.33 234
50 STL-CHI 220.28 i8 10 256 2,439	 7,013 29 2664
51 MCS-CHI 144.47 12 10 407 1,633	 7,013. 18.3 2283
52 TB':-CHI 0.905 3 4 368 100	 7,013 112 46
53 COU-CHI 5.702 3 8 320 266	 7,013 1.25 82
54 LNK-CHI 14.777 10 8 473 319	 7,013 3.4 301	 .
55 OMA-CHI G2.117 14 10 423 803	 7,01,5 8.5 1191
56 :[D1L--CH1 0.,352 3 8 293' 258	 7,013 1 33
57 UNV-C[II 1.262 3 9 116 Il8	 7,013 4 50
58 DEC-CHI 7.235 10 8 152 262	 7,013 3 199
59 GRG-C111 1.530 3 8 153 LOS	 7,013 96
60 MLI-CHI 30.720 6 9 14 (w 220	 7,013 8 815
6L MTO-CHI 1.195 3 8 LG8 105	 7,013 - 48
62 xwl-C[[i 2.575 3 7 252 151	 7,013 .66 24
,53 PiA-C[LI 24_752 1U 8 131 439	 7,013 3.5 676
64 UI:I-CHI 5.885 3 3 ;29 q6	 ,013 2.i) 9'+
65 SPi=CHI 31.705 to 8 1.73 253	 7,013 11.5 545.
56 SQL-CHI 0.557 3 5 1 J 118	 7,013 2 96
PWR QUI
raJ)^^sjj L•`al.r,^
_QUAUY
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TABLE 9 (conttd)
tDJUGiNAL PA,CF, I
SS
TABLE 9 (font t d) W JRO$ GQUAUT -j(
Na. of
111 Passengers
C.i:.g pairs
?13
c Uisrance Pepulatian i	 PcpLLat?on S
	
1 of 0 of
i to 3 in ^fsua^a.-.mss c riles in thousands
	 in thousands	 flights seats_
67 BMI-CHI 2.237 7 9 114 56 7,013	 4 60
i-„-	 - 68 C.41-CHI 12.102 10 10 -130 183 7,013	 -6 372
69 ICT-CHI 27.,405 15 10 591 529 7,013	 7 798 i^
70 0.0-CHI 23.610 12 8 707 824 7,013	 7 682 ;3
71 RIC-CHI 17.640 18 9 632 935 7,013	 5.8 516
72 ROA-CHI 11.192 5 6 520 393 7,013	 1 101
`i 73 BTb-CHI . 0.0175 10 8 132 181 7,013.	 6 155.
74 B1H-CHI 4.322 8 9 71 275 7,013	 5 280
75 FNT-CHI 14.290 15 10 219 551 7,013	 4.7 395
r j 76 GHR-CHI 35.685 15 9 134 762 7,013	 11.8 1128
c ? 77 C.1)C-CHI 3.562 3 1 367 39 7,013	 .92 54
=9
.,
78 IXT-CHI 2...605 3 1 273 38 7,013	 1.5 100.	 ..	 _
.j
79 IW13-CHI 1.920 3 1 350 32 7,013	 .833 35
t3
80 JXN-CHI 2.750 3 9 171 272 7,013	 1 56
81 LAN-CHI 20.290 15 9 174 540 7,013	 4.83 399
82 M$L-CHI. 0:.910 3. '- 152 I13 7,0I3.	 .83 42
83 MQT-CHI 4.287 3 1 332 87 7,013	 .83 57
84 +•1KG-CH1 11.930 5 9 118 241 7,013	 4 314
85 PLN-CHI 4,322 3. 8 . 295 85 7,013	 3 149
86 SSM-CRI 2.077 9 8 360 54 7,013	 .5 14
87 IMS-C11I 23.692 10 8 219 641 7.013	 5 540
88 TVC-C111 9.497 3 3 226 97 7,01.3	 3286
89 P1)X-Mil 32.322 15 9 1749 1182 7.013	 10.1 2105
90 :iSP-DTS•1 48.722 '_^ 10 534 236' 4,823	 10 L571
i 91 RST-DTW 3.402 5 4 484 250 4,838	 4 292
92 :SCI-D114 27.127 12 10 639 1.633 4,825	 6.25 551
3
93 STL-DM 55.495 15 L0 a51 2479 4,828	 9.4 4{15
-;
3
i 94 L?IK-DTW 1.732 10 8 710 319 4,828	 .8 61_
i 95 O:IA-DTW 7.012 14 10 660 B03 4,828	 4 u0
.,
96 CiI-llTW 276.71 w2 10 219 71113 4,8'28	 10.6 5281
97 APTI-I)TSd .::.275 3 3 1 ^?-' 96 »,,X328	 1 ..5 8
98 ESC-DTW L.720 3 1 ,05 i7 4,3'28	 L 57
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TABLE 9 (cont'd)
L) a
-~i - ISO•
	
of C. M - - -
Passengers
Ci.rq pairs Tip Ulstance Population i	 Pop.ulatioa ,j f of 0 o
., i to j inEli^ussiins t acc wilrs in thousands : in :thousands l:lighrs seats-
99 ==-DTI 3.330 3 1 425 39 4,828 1.5 46
100 JV4-DI[d 0,322 3 '9 66 272 4,828 3 158..
101 aQT DTrd 4.385 3 1_ 363 _	 87 4,828 1.8 71
102 PL:1-DT4 2.887 3 8 239 85 4,828 2.9 136
1D3 :`.	 SSMi DTW 2..147. 8 8 294 54 4,828 1.2 56
104 TVC=DTI 8.212 3 3 207 97 4,828 4 246 .
105 CID-SUS 1.140 8 6 243 300 225 .5 57
106 DSM.SL:t 2.720 10 10. 153 574 225 2 200
107 xt0—Sus 0.902 3 3 204 274 .225 1.5 172	 3
108 DLH—SUX 0.140 10 .5	 - 370 211 225 .33
s
29
109 FR:I—SUX 0.0075 3 8 131 40 225 .66 28
i 110 :.	 OLIA' S[IS 0.357 14' 10 ' ..	 96. 803 225 3 1.12
111 CID-?,CI 5.265 8 6 241 300 1,633 2 129
	
a
112 DSa-:1CI 17.602 10 10 169 574 1,633 7 558 i
113 OTM-MCI 0.632 3. . 3... 176 115 11633 2 96	 a
r 114 SUX-11C1 4.470 6 8 238 225 7::633 3 227	 a
r
115 ALO-MCI 2.250 3 3 260 274 1,633 1 48
116 DLH—MCI 1.037 10 5 542 211 1,633 .3 29	 n
117
118
F8,•i--MCL .
HSP—Mci	 _
0..105
42,370
3
18
.	 8	 :
10
307..
399
.40
2,362
1, 633
1,fi33
.3 .
7
14
797
119 RST-MCI 3.360 5 4 343 250 1.633 .6- 24
120 COU—MCI 1.292. 3 8 139 266 4633 4 116
121 JL,i—MCI 2.110 3 5 142: 164 1,633 3. 168
122 STL-MCI 76.655 I°i 10 233 2,439 1,633 17 1342
y	
J^ 123 SGF-+ICI 7.315 12 5 152 401 1,633 3.5 210
124. OLU7 =.	 t 0;:M 3 3. 210 74 1	 633. 1	 :... 56+
125 GRI—:SCI 1.585 3 5 228 108 L,633 L.7: 73
r 1^6 :lSI -i•,CI 0.210 1 -4- 2?2 51 1,631 .3 14
127 L IEL-`fCI 8.132 lU. S. LS9 3.19 L .633 3 197
± L_'8 LBF-?SCI 0.907 5 8 1=i6 8t) L,633 L' N'
129 OM-MI 30.610 14 LU 153 803 L.633 7 8H9k ,
130 BFF-:SCI. 0.785 3 3 5M 36 1,633 _ 42
t{
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TABLE 9 (conC'd)
:n	 a .in a
	
No. of	 v
C ,4
	
Passengers	
u
u v
Clt1 Pairs:	 T 	 Dlstnnce.. . f'Qula .ri^^: i zohul:.rfnn	 '! of	 41 of
i to j	 in t;.ausands ¢ C04	 miles	 In thmusands In that:sand .; flights seats
131 GCK_MCl 0.617 2 2 340 41 1,633 1 16
132 GLD=McI M-62. 2 7 377 39 1,633 .3 14
133	 _ GBD-"SCI 0.015 .2 4 ..235 53 1,633 1 15
134 HYS-MCI 4:787 2 6 250 78 1,633 1 25
135 %RiK-MCI 1.787 2 7 108 152 1.633 7 231
136 SLN-MCI 1.337 10 9 164 137 1.633 1.5 71
137 ICT MCT 19.332 15 10 185 529 1,633 11 1196
138 111--.ICI 6.055 6 9 270 220 1,633 1.53 69
139 PIA-.1CI 3.685 10 8 282 439 1,633 2.75 162
140 SPI41CI 1.410 10 8 .270 253 1,633 1 90
141 PD.x_SCI 8.675 15 9 1487 1182 1,633 4.2 214
142 CID-MSP 10.54 8 6 221 300 2,362 2 230
143 DS:I-MSP 26.66 10 10 232 574 2,362 6.6 691
r 144 Sux-mSP 5.085 6 8 234 225 3 ,362 1.6 133
r'i 145 ALO-11SP 4.305 3 3 166 274 2,362 3 278v
146 BJI--,1SP 4.282 3 1 199 56 2,362 1.5 84
147 DLH-MSP 15.732. 10 5 144 211 2;362 6 572
148 FRM-'1W 0.735 3 8 1016 40 2,362 1 56
149 RIB-MSP 4.302 3 4 L74 113 2,362 3 168
150 INL-M.SP 3,720 10 1 254 22 2,362 1.f+ 84
151 STL-MSP 47.152 18 to 448 2439 1,362 10 905	 1
,.
152 Oi1r1-M5P 38.69 14 10 282 803 ',362 9.3 930
w 153 ICT-MSP 5.637 15 10 545 529 2,362 1.3 I19
154 MLI-MSP 11.840 6 9 268 220 2;362 1.3 1 
s,E ° 155 PIA-MSP 5.065 10 8 342 439 2.362 3.5 236
156 AZO-MSP 4.305 8 8 166 252 2, 362 2.5 100
157 OFF,11SP 0.835 2 3 292 120 2.362 .3 14
159 PW( MSP. 17.577. 15 9 11426 L182 ',362 3 427
159 LBF-LNK 0.740 5 $ 207 8 6 319 1 5f,
L60 BRL-STL 1.`520 3 4 146 74 1_,439 1.3 72
Lfil.. SID-STi,...: . 4 -720 8 6 ^•,,..8 300 ,	 ,.. 0^}. 1:8 2 0I
Lfi? DS31-iTL .
	 ..
17.45? 10 IO 2S9 175 139 t,,$ e,;@	 ;.
163 ALO-STL 1.9017 3 3 284 -	 2716
164 Cc71-5TL L. 312 3 8 114 172 ;,;39 3 1 h
GL /
UHF
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. TABLE 9 (cont d)
i^ a
^ N
j I No. of J ^•
1...4 A `
Passengers u °
City pairs	 T1^ M. M. Distance Pe,pulation i Papulaclaa !F	 or ;{	 c 
to j	 fu Chausands a miles 1t: thousands it% Eiiousar^is fIi5incs seats
'	 165
-:	 TBN-STL	 1.290 3 4 119 100 2,439 5 229
-	 166	 dLN-STL	 4.325 3 5 251 164 2,439 2.3 217
167	 1RK
-sTI	 0.290 3 2 149 135.,. 2,439 .5 24
a	 168	 SCF-STL 	 9.345 12 5 195 401 2,439 5.5 557
169
	 CNI-STL	 3.120 10 10 143 183 2,439 2.8 216
170
	 MTO-STL	 `3.220 3  123 105 2,439 1 4S
171	 MU-STL	 9.635 6 9 192 220 2,439 3.5 345
-	
172	 Ml-STL	 0.380 3 7 87 151 2,439 7 96
173	 PIA-STL	 6.737 10 8 137 439 2,439 . 5 474
'	 ..	 1}4'	 UFN-STL	 1.397 3 3 94 96 2,439 5..i 244
_	 175	 3FD-STL	 0.562 3 9 247 455 2,439 .5 24
176	 SPI-STL	 2.945 10 8 84 253 2,439 8 585
177	 Sqi-STL	 0.097 3 5 210 118 Z, 43 .9 .3' 1-
178	 LNV.-STL	 3.452 10 8 370 319 2,439 2.5 185
179
	
OMA-STL	 19.435 14 10 342 803 2,439 7.2 64(3
180	 :[HK-STL
	
0.792 2 7 341 152 2,439 .5 28
181 '.:	 SLVm-STL	 0.372 10 9 393 137 2,439 .3 14
182	 ICT-STL	 12.037 15 10' 392 529 2,439 5 365
'	 187
	
PDX-STL	 8.187 15 9 1708 1182 2,439 6.6 496
184	 RST-STL	 2.117 5 4 373 250 2,439 1.3 i3
k	 185	 TOP-!CT	 0.227 8 10 138 287 529 11_
186
	
UMA-ICT	 3.057 14 10 265 803 529 Z.1 127
187	 CID-011A	 2.075 8 221 300 303 _ 18S
a
r.^
r 188 DSd-^OMA 4,272 10 10 117 574 803 2 223
189 DBQ-O,fA 0.670 8 2 278 148 803 .83 3t+	 !--'
^3190 FOa-OMA 0.442 3 5 123 170 803 1 4S	
^'191 MCW-019A 0.797 3 5 184 165 303 .5 25
192 OT?1-oHA 0.015 3 3 LSO 115 P-03 liti 7 •. ^u
193 OLU-tlMA 0.125 3' 3 76 74 .11 1 L2	 a
L94 GRI-GRA 1.172 3 5 i 28 L08 803 2 1«t	 ^#
195 HSI-0?fA 0.172 3 4 141 51' ` 3ri3 33 14
1)6 fLAR-Uftk 0.32! 3 3. L67 25 3!33 '.	 > 14
^
^ 197 lICK-O.!A 0..'.fi2 3 298 38 f3{13 .33 L^
t. 19.8 UM-0, A . 0.677 1 i 13 12{) . n3. 112
139 ',BF-{f:fA 2. L77 3 8 :51 86 "}: 23
f
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TABLE 9 (ront'd)
,i-
LI	 Q
Passengers w e
L	 p
City pairs T
R
Distance Population i Population j 0 of >f of
j is thousands .
 C	 c miles.. in thousands in thousands flights seats
200 LNK-OMA 0.465 10	 8 55 319 803 7 652
..
201 DLH-O,EA 1.612 10	 5 425 221 803 1 66
202 FR,1-OMU 0.037 3	 8 178 40 803 .33 14
203 HIB-OALA 0.145 3	 4 447 113 803 .;,3 14
204 ;IKT-oN% 0.102 3	 5 225 162 803
.33 14
705 JLN-	 IA 0.602: 3	 5 296 164 803 .5 28
206 DILI-o,tA. 3.600 6	 9 278 220 803 1.5 141
207 CID-ALo 0.085 8	 6 58 300 274 z 163
208 DSM-ALO 0.83.5 10 10 96 574 274 3 211
209 DRq-ALO 0.110 8	 2 87 148 ;74 3 211.
210 FOD-ALO 0.022 3	 5 91 170 274 .5 ;4
- -
211 MCW-ALO 0.050 3	 5 63 165 274 2 96:....
.
•^
Z12 ,El.I-ALO I.242 h	 3 120 220 274 3 311
213 RFD-ALO 0.192 3	 9 171 455 274 .5 24
214 O,EA
-ALO 1.687 14 10 200 803 274 1.3 64
215 R5T-ALO .0.322 5	 4 93 250 274 3 211
216 STL-ALO 1.907 18 10 284 -439 274 1.1 107
217 cRO-I4AS 5. C, 10	 5 8.4 . Ls 2,99U 3.5 138
218 LYH-4:AS 5.7 4	 4 152 176 21 990 3 239
219 P!(F-WAS 16.4 8	 9 . 129 364 2,990 3.5 169
2 2 0 ORF-WAS 54.4 12	 8 1.49 824 2-,990 9 778
221 ROA-6JAS 24.1 5	 6 184 393 2,990 9.16 513
222 DTtd-i•1AS 101.1 20 10 391 4828 1,990 11.33 1241
223 GRR-WAS 7.4 15	 9 513 2'62 2,990 4.10 '275
` 774 FNT IdAS 3.4 15 1n 441 551 2,990 1.33 71
225 LAN-WAS 7.9 i5	 9 466 540 2,990 3.}2 ^;,
t __
Z-16
`IISS-WAS 5.4 10 . 8. 478 641 ^ .
-9990 2.5 145
W
27 PDY-WAS 15.8 15	 9 2339 L182 ',990 4.5 538
? `^# 2_8 UH-ORF O.6 4	 4 168 1-76 824
t .. 2.9 ROA-ORr 8.3. 5	 Fi 210 793 92f4 1	 ^^ tzl
}
'3If CHO-ROA 0.3 10	 5 101. 103 393 l 1111
E - j
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TABLE 9 (cont'd)
No. of y w
Passengers o
CiL3 pairs
	 ,'1f
r Distance Pe,ulation i P[5uiacion
i to j in thou girds C .x miles in thousands in t}ousanus
n:
vii:
of
:1LS S;^&t8
231 PHF-ROA 1.4 8 8 192 364 393232 RIC-ROA 10.4 18 9 147
1 101
233 ORf-DT14 11.6 12 8 527
935 393 5 423
234
824 4,828 3.58 263ROA-DTW 2.9 5 6 384 393 4,828 1.71 96235 GAR-DTW 12.2 15 9 126 762 4,828 4336 LAN-DTW 5.0 15 9 79 540 4,828
253
237 mG-DT.W 3.1 5 9 166 241
10 682
238 %IBS-DTW 6.0 10 8 96
4,828 2 141
239 PDX-DTW 6.8
553 ,828 3.5 55
240
15 9 1959 1182 4,828 5.87 730gDG-PDX 4..3 10 7 . 106 396 1,182 3241 WAS-NYC 642.5 20 10 214 2990 17,224
2 2g-
242 CRO .4YC 16.4 10 5 299 163
54 5797
243 17,224 4.OS 283LYH-NYC 9.2 4 4 366 176
ii...
,
,w
2, 4.37Z44 PHF NYC 27.8 8 9 283
261
2a5 3614 17,	 24 4.'25 358ORF-*IYC 101.6 12 8 291 824 i7^ 22 y 11.55 1225246 RIC-.WC 72.0 18 9 286 935
247 17,224 7.? o63
248
ROA-NYC 2^.9 5 6 399 393 17,224 5.03 ^L8
DTS.l-NYC 408.6 20 LO 489 4R^_9 174249 CRR-NYC 24,1 t5 9 614
..t95- 1
350 76-1 17,2124z_, 7.():. 54:3
251
MBS-.;YC 14.9 10 8 553 641 1722, 4,+a^, 341?D -.;YC 32.2 L5 9 2241 1182 17,2_x,+ 5.71 1061
a
TABLE 10
Selected City Pairs with 1970 Data
t N
to
aj
d ^
No, of ? _
City Pairs Passengers
H
0.
Distance Population i Population j 0 of 0.
i to j
ij
in thousands
,U
0
^o Miles in thousands in thousands
flights sears
1 DSM-WAS 9.955 10 10 886 551 3,080 4.2 258
2 CID BIAS 5.090 8 6 789 296 3,080 2.1 137
3 RST-WAS 1.995 5 4 863 243 3,080 0.66 47
4 lisp-WAS 60.220 18 10 919 2,284 3,080 16.2 1,350
5 CHI-WAS 203.540 20 10 591 7,004 3,080 27 2,770
6 CMI-WAS 6.845 10 10 595 182 3,OBO 4.9 415
7 MLI-ETAS 6.975 6 9 723 220 3,080 3.7 239
8 PIA-WAS 5.660 10 8 673 426 3,080 5.7 417
9 SPI-WAS 2.965 10 8 668 246 3,080 3.2 151
10 ICT-WAS 5.410 15 10 1,098 539 3,080 1.5 98
11 STL-WAS 58.995 18 10 707 2,462 3,080 10.9 970
12 MCI-WAS 36.330 12 10 932 1,602 3,080 7 55?
13 LNK-WAS 3.880 10 8 1,044 .306 3,080 1.8 1i3
14 OMA-14AS 13.165 14 10 1,000 765 3,080 4 272 
15 DAN-SPAS 1.345 3 2 197 257 3,080 1:2 'S
16 SHD-14AS 3.445 3 7. 100 187 3,080 3 180
17 DSM--N C 19.575 10 10 1,026 551 17,865 7.5 5388
18 DLH-N;YC 4.140 10 5 1,001 199 17,865 4.3 323
19 RST NYC 6.595 5 4 971 243 17,865 7.4 w6»
20 MSP :NYC 134.080 i8 10 1,016 2,284 17,865 9.2 1,699
21 STL-NYC 170.460 18 10 882 2,462 17,865 18.2 ',^5=
22 iC1-INC 86.455 12 10 1,098 1,602 17,865 10.6 1.07-
.23 LNK-;PYC 4.880 10 8 1, 192 306 17,865 4.2 26,
24 011A ^!C 28.920 14 10 1,143 765 17,865 S.5 773
25 PIA-;NYC 11.885 10 8 824 426 17,865 10.3 631
2.6 SPI-NYC x.575 10 8 831 246 17,865 7.4 '4o
27 CMI-SYC 11.210 10 10 755 182 17,865 6.8 4,11
28 ICT-NYC. 14.370 15 10 1,273 539 .17,865 7.9 521
29 SHD-?NYC 21525 3 7 313 187 17,865 1.25 63	 3
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NTABLE 10 (cont'd)
u:	 CC
C
:1 •-i
No.	 of
City Pairs Passengers
T
a
n
^°
Distance Population i Population j 4 of rt °f
i to	 j
ij
in thousand s
v r
° lilea in thou ,rands in thausards
flights seats
30 CWI-CHI 1.035 3 6 132 78 7,004 2 96
31 DSM-CHI 57.510 10 10 306 551 7,004 9.8 1,025
32 DBQ-CHI 5.620 8 2 155 145 7,004 3 211
33 FOD-CHI 1.675 3 5 333 174 7,004 0,66 12
34 BRL-CHI 4.650 3 4 190 76 7,004 2 96
35 CID-CHI 25,790 8 6 203 296 7,004 7.2 703
36 MCII--CHI 5.850 3 5 208 165 7,004 1.8 118
37 OTM-CHI 1.330 3 3 249 119 7,004 0.66 24
38 STS%-CHI 12.205 6 8 444 223 7.004 3.8 353
39 ALO-CHI 13.365 3 3 242 272 7,004 3,8 415
40 DLH-CH1 14.550 10 5 407 199 7,004 5.3 359
41 INL-CHI 2.210 10 1 537 21 7,004 1.4 60
42 MSP-CHI 257.625 18 10 344 2,284 7,004 42 4,771
43 RST-CHI 24.620 5 4 278 243 7,004 7 682
44 ONA--CHI 3 4 251 62 7,004 .5 20
45 RIB-CHI 2.215 3 4 455 106 7,004 1.6 34
46 CGI-CHI 1.235 3 8 335 164 7,004 0.33 2.2
47 JLN-CHI 3.210 3 5 485 154 7,004 3.3 179
48 SGF-CHI 8.565 12 5 438 356 7,004 317 253
49 STL-CHI 211.515 IB 10 256 2,462 7,004 34.6 3,372
50 MCI-C111 142.685 12 l0 407 11602 7,004 23 2.524
51 TBN-CH1 1.685 3 4 368 105 7,004 1.8 64
52 COU-CHI 3.685 3 8 320 258 7,004 1.25 42
53 LNK-CHI 11.485 10 8 473 306 7,004 4 306
54 OMA-CHI 58.545 14 10 423 765 7,004 11.8 1,129
55 0NV-CH1 0.020 3 9 116 119 7,004 2 60
56 DEC-CHI 8.965 10 8 153 263 7,004 4 326
57 GBO-CEEI 1.885 3 8 153 108 7,004 2 96
58 MLL-Cf1I 29.125 6 9 145 220 7,004 10 964
59 MTO-CHI 1.435 3 8 168 104 7,004 1 48
69
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TABLE 10	 (cont'd)
7
r
C
r V•
CI
C
.r
- C
rJ
u
r
\o. of >
fi City Pairs '^ssengarsT 0_ Distance	 Population i	 Population j Y of A of
i .a
ij
in thowands
•'
i
?
-
!file s in thousands	 is thousands flights seats
60 MV`-CHI 2.130 3 7 252 147	 7,004 0.66 24
61 PIA-CHI 22.700 10 8 131 426	 7,004 9.5 655
62 UI\-CHI 5.785 3 3 224 96	 7,004 1.2 48
f 63 SPI-CHI 22.630 10 8 172 246	 7,004 10 473
64 Sqi-CHI 1.165 3 5 99 119	 7,004 2 96
i 65 Safi-CHI 2.320 7 9 114 430	 7,004 2 96
1 66 CM-CHI 14.330 10 10 130 182	 7,004 8 518
67 ICT-CHI 20.835 15 10 591 539	 7,004 6 574
68 ORF-CHI 24.415 12 8 707 786	 7,004 7.2 563
69 RIC-CHI 15.675 18 9 633 893	 7,004 5.2 428
70 RDA-CHI 6.370 5 6 521 374	 7,004 2 105
71 BTL-CHI 4.985 10 8 133 180	 7,004 2.5 170
72 SEH-CHI 5.215 8 9 71 263	 7.004 5.5 269
73 ;%T-CHI 13.685 15 10 219 533	 7,004 2.5 249
74 CRR-CHI 34.055 15 9 134 729	 7.004 11 945
75 C4(X-CHI 2.125 3 1 367 37	 7,004 1.1 42
76 I}1T-CHI 2.700 3 1 272 38	 7,004 L.3 71
77
78
IWD-CHI
J.'V-CHI
1.600
2.170
3
3
1
9
350
172
31	 7,004
262	 7,004
0.66
1
28
56
79 LAN-CHI 17.050 i5 9 174 500	 7,004 3.8 323
80 MBL-CHI 0.860 3 2 182 100	 7,004 1.5 84
dl IhiT-CHI 3.705 3 1 322 81	 7,004 0.66 50
82 MKC-CHI 12.485 5 9 119 231	 7,004 4.5 387
83 PLY-CHI 3.820 3 8 295 75	 7.004 1 92
84 SSM-CHI 1.740 8 8 360 49	 7,004 0.25 11
85 MBS-CHI 22.955 10 8 220 608	 7,004 5.5 548
86 TVC-CHI 8.655 3 3 226 83	 7.004 2.5 258
87 PDR-CH1 26.945 15 9 1.748 1.123	 7,004 8.3 1.214
88 MSP-DTW 49.845 i8 10 534 2,284	 4,788 9 1.169
89 RST-DTW 2.870 5 4 484 243	 4,788 2.h 245
90 MCI-DT4J 23.380 12 10 638 1.602	 4,788 7.5 593
91 STL-DTW 59.625 15 10 451 2.462	 4,788 8 778
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TABLE 10 (cont'd)
N
N
L,
C
U
C
U
!
.+
a
Na. of ,>,
City Pair.; PassengersT
w Distance Poputatinn i Population j ? of .+	 u.
to	 j ijin thousand;
9
`tiles in 0.3us.mds in thous:ia flights seats
92 OMA,-Dr4 6.745 14 10 660 765 4,788 1.7 108
93 CHI-DI14 256.705 20 10 238 7,004 4,788 38.5 3,669
94 AP`-DT'.? 1.720 3 3 192 85 4,788 0.66 28
95 ESC-Dr.4 1.455 3 1 305 44 4,788 1.3 64
96 0LX-D7.4 2.835 3 1 425 37 4,788 0.9 33
97 J*%N-DTW 0.245 3 9 66 262 4,788 2 112
98 DIQT-DTw 3.465 3 1 363 81 4,788 1 50
99 PLN-DTW 2.250 3 9 239 75 4,788 1.8 98
100 SSM-DT4 1.645 8 8 294 49 4,788 0.66 29
101 TVC-DT14 6.560 3 3 207 83 4,788 4.7 241
•	 102 CID-SUX 1.335 8 6 243 296 223 0.3 23
103 DSM-SUX 1.835 10 10 152 551 223 1 90
104 ALO-SUX 0.970 3 3 204 272 223 1.5 160
105 OMA-SUX 1.195 14 10 80 765 223 3 168
106 CID-MCI 5.285 8 6 244 296 1,602 1.7 130
107 DS%I-[•ICI 19.135 10 10 174 551 1,602 5 378
108 O1'M-MCI 0.860 3 3 178 119 1,602 2 96
109 SUX-MC1 4,670 6 3 «45 223 1,602 3.2 236
110 ALO-MCI 2.210 3 3 263 272 1,602 1 48
111 MSP-MCI 38.505 18 10 404 2,284 1,602 7.3 805
112 RST-MCI 2.590 5 4 348 243 1,602 0.66 24
113 COu-MCI 1.620 3 8 133 258 1,602 3.5 141
114 JL:,'-MCI 2.955 3 5 136 154 1,602 3 168
115 STL-MCI 80.015 18 10 229 2,462 1.602 18.8 1,853
116 SGF-MCI 9.965 12 5 146 356 1,602 3.7 310
117 HSI-MCI 0.425 3 4 228 51 I,602 0.3 14
US UNK-IdCI 8 .415 10 8 165 306 1,602 5 370
119 O`L\ - :TCI 32.520 14 10 165 765 1,602 8.5 751
120 8FF-MCL 0.845 3 3 511 37 1,602 0.5 50
121 c;CK-MCI 0.430 2 2 343 38 1,602 1.6 36
122 C[.D-MCI 0.170 2 7 382 39 1,602 0.5 28
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123 GBD-MCI 0,290 2 4 237 54 1.602 2.1 68
124 HYS-fcl 0.880 2 6 253 79 1,602 1,2 39
125 MHK-MCI 4.425 2 7 112 144 1,602 6 256
126 SLN-MCI 1.915 10 9 166 136 1,602 1.7 84
127 ICT-:ICI 20.290 15 10 184 539 1,602 12 95:
128 MLI-MCI 5.530 6 9 269 220 1,602 1.5 99
129 PIA-MCI 3.570 10 8 281 426 1,602 1 115
130 PDX-MCI 7.165 15 9 1,492 1,123 1,602 1.5 1Z1
131 CID-MSP 9.790 8 6 221 296 2,284 2 197
132 DSM-MSP 22,570 10 10 232 551 2,284 4.7 444
133 SUX-+1SP 6.125 6 8 233 223 2,284 1.8 128
134 ALO-MSP 4.405 3 3 166 272 2,284 2 ^6
05 B.II-MSP 3.745 3 1 199 52 2,284 2 112
136 DL11-HSP 17.080 10 5 144 199 2,284 6 454
137 FR.`I-MSP 0,950 3 8 104 39 2,284 2 112
138 HIB-MP 4.755 3 4 174 106 2,284 3 19S
139 INL-MSP 2.895 10 L 254 21 2,284 1.5 -0
140 STL-MSP 40.165 IS 10 448 2,462 2,284 3.5 3=8
141 OMA-M5P 37.325 14 LO 282 765 2,284 4.7 --4
L42 ICT-MSP 4.000 15 10 545 539 2,284 0.75 -6
143 MLI-MSP 9.990 6 9 274 V O 2,284 1.2 ;3
144 PTA-MSP 4.070 10 8 342 426 2,284 2.9 150
145 PDX-MSP 13.750 15 9 1,426 1,1--13 2,284 3.5 3=:
146 LB1:-LNK 0.490 5 8 207 81 306 1 56
147 BRL-STL 1.715 3 4 146 76 2,462 1.5 72
148 CID-STL 3,975 8 6 228 296 2.462 1.3 170
149 DSM-STL 16.910 10 10 260 551 2,462 4.8 373
150 ALO-STL 1.545 3 3 284 272 2,462
151 CGI-STL 2.855 3 8 114 L64 2,462 3.5 1=0
152 TB7-STL 3.015 3 4 119 105 2,462 5.2 2.2
153 JLN-STL 4.490 3 5 251 154 2,462 „3 1=3
154 IRK-STL 0.205 3 2 150 133 2,462 0.5 _+
155 5GF-STL 9.565 12 5 195 356 2,462 4.5 367
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156 CMI-STL 3.320 LO 10 143 182 2,462 3 278
157 MO-STL 0.280 3 8 123 104 2,462 1 48
158 MLI-STL 8.570 6 9 187 220 2,462 2.8 232
159 4%9`-STL 0.625 3 7 87 147 2,462 2 96
160 PIA-STL 7.555 10 8 137 426 2,462 5 370
161 UIN-STL 2.030 3 3 94 96 2,462 3 144
162 RFD-STL 0.915 3 9 247 457 2,462 0.3 12
163 SPI-STL 3.600 10 8 84 246 2,462 9.5 553
164 LNK-STL 2.920 10 8 370 306 2.462 1.3 93
165 OMA-STL 15.850 14 10 342 765 2,462 2.6 174
166 ICT-STL 9.215 15 10 392 539 2,462 2.2 154
167 PD\-STL 5.580 15 9 1,708 1,123 2,462 4.9 412
168 RST-STL 1.435 5 4 373 243 2,462 0.66 41
169 TOP-ICT 0.225 8 10 138 289 539 2 86
170 OMA-ICS 2.198 14 10 265 765 539 1.5 61
171 CID-OMA 2.570 8 6 221 296 765 1.2 105
172 DS.1-O?LA 6.435 10 10 117 551 765 3 329
173 DBQ--0?1,i 0.730 8 2 278 145 765 0.8 36
174- FOD-OMA 0.630 3 5 1?3 174 765 1 48
175 Mcv-0M,% 0.775 3 5 184 165 765 0.5 :4
176 OLU-OMA 0.210 3 3 76 71. 765 - 112
177 CRI-OM 1.155 3 5 128 107 765 1.` 84
178 HS1 -O:GI 0.405 3 4 141 51 765 1.5 84
179 EAR-W? 0.455 3 3 L67 25 765 1 57
180 MCK-OmA 0.395 2 3 258 37 765 0.66 28
181 OFK-OMA 0.940 2 3 93 121 765 2 112
182 LBF-OMA 1.530 5 8 250 81 765 1 42
183 M-OMA .640 10 4 55 306 765 7 492
184 FR}1-0}41 .045 3 8 179 39 765 0.3 14
18^ HLI-MU 2.985 6 9 280 220 765 1 98
186 DSM-ALO 1.055 10 10 96 551 272 2 96
187 D3Q-.0 O 0.260 8 2 87 145 272 259
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7
188 FOD-4L0 .040 3 5 91 174 272 0.5 24
189 MCW-ALO 0.075 3 5 63 165 272 2 163
i 190 '4.I-ALO 0.610 6 9 124 220 272 1.5 139
191 RFD-ALO 0.135 3 9 171 457 272 0.5 24
192 OmA-ALO 1.480 14 10 200 765 372 1.3 60
193 RST-ALO 0.360 5 4 93 243 272 3 211
194 STL-ALO 1.545 16 10 284 2,462 272 0.3 12
195 CHO-WAS 4.56 10 5 84 147 3,080 6.0 318
196 LYH-WAS 4.43 4 4 152 166 3,080 5.5 232
197 PHF-WAS 13.jl 8 9 129 347 3,080 6.5 661
198 ORF-14AS 53.42 12 8 149 786 3,080 11.8 941
i
+
199 ROA-WAS 16.71 5 6 184 374 3,080 7.0 539
200 DTW-WAS 97.5 20 10 391 4,788 3,080 14.7 1,400
201 GRR-Was 5.24 15 9 513 129 3,080 1.6 95
202 FNT-WAS 2.58 15 10 441 533 3,080 0.5 50
203 "N-WAS 5.92 15 9 468 500 3,080 1.9 119
204 HBS-WAS 3.62 10 8 478 608 3,080 1.3 90
205 PDX-WAS 10.'.3 15 9 2,339 1,123 3,080 4.0 340
= 206 LYH-ORF 0.61 4 4 168 166 786 0.3 12
207 ROA-URF 4.71 5 6 210 374 786 2 143
208 CIIO-ROA 0.125 10 5 101 147 374 2.8 247
1 109 PHF-BOA 0.915 8 9 192 347 374 0.66 27
210 RIC-ROA 8.14 18 9 147 893 374 5 417
211 ORF-DTW 9.43 12 8 527 786 4,788 2.1 163
212 ROA-DT; 1.91 5 6 384 374 4,788 0.3 24
213 CRR-DTW 9.26 15 9 126 729 4,788 6 417
214 LAN-DTW 4.37 15 9 79 500 4,788 9.5 538
215 HKG-DT"1 2.14 5 9 t66 231 4,788 3 168
216 !t8S-DTW 5.29 10 1 96 608 4,788 5 340
R
217 PDX-DTW 6.36 15 9 1,959 1,123 4,788 5.2 491
218 EUG-PDX 4.80 10 7 106 367 1,123 6.5 478
219 WAS-,NYC 833.47 20 10 215 3,080 17,865 73.2 7,652
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220 CHO-3'YC 10.40 10 5 299 147 17,865 3.5 258
221 LYH-.'IYC 7.01 4 4 366 166 17,865 4.3 305
222 PHF-NYC 24.01 8 9 283 347 17,865 7.7 658
223 ORF—.VC 76.40 12 8 291 786 17,865 7.5 932
224 RIC-NYC 58.85 18 9 286 893 17,965 9.9 871
225 ROA-NYC 19.43 5 6 399 374 17,865 6.2 469
226 DTW-NYC 399.72 20 10 489 4,188 17.865 38 4.000
227 GRR-NYC 20.44 15 9 614 729 17.865 3.8 241
228 XBS-14YC 13.83 10 8 553 608 17,865 4.5 277
229 PD$-NYC 25.62 15 9 2,241 1,123 17,865 9.3 1,106
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MC - marketing centres
co
-o+
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INT - institutional Py wL e% a
BAL - balanced u a to ° °u
IND - industrial w a,m Q.; ^ w
Z. UW
OL 7y, ,ou
O
1. Des Moines (DSM) 19.0 23.3 7.4 14.2 25.6
2. Fort Lodge (FOD) 21.3 29.4 7.2 11.7 24.2
3. Burlington (BRN) 36.7 23.2 6.0 10.9 22.7
4. Keokuk (EOK) 10.4 21.4 7.3 12.2 15.9
5. Marshalltown ( MI1036.3 21.3 7.2 11.9 23.7
6. Cedar Rap ids (CID)34.7 20.2 7.7 9.5 24.3
7. Mason Citv (MCSI) 18.6 28.5 8.3 11.2 24.2
8. Ottumwa (OTM) 29.5 23.0 6.9 11.9 22.8
9. S pencer (SPW) 11.9 27.4 6.5 11.7 20.4
10. Waterloo (ALO) 30.1 22.3 10.8 13.8 21.9
11. Clinton C 1.41) 36.0 19.4 6.6 9.4 21.7
12. Dubuue (DBO) 32.5 19.3 9.7 7.4 21.7
J. Davenport	 (D.^.) 29.2 24.0 7.6 15.2 23.6
14. Fort Madison (QTv)34.5 18.5 6.3 13.1 21.6
If. Sioux City (SU5) 17.4 26.5 8.1 11.7 23.6
MINNESOTA
16. be idji
	 (BJI) 7.5 23.9 21.8 37.2 26.3
17. Br:, inerd	 (BRD) 14.3 24.2 8.7 23.4 26.6
18. Hibbing (HIB) 14.0 21.4 9.2 17.8 22.8
19. Evel.eth (EVM) 14.0 21.4 9.2 17.8 22.8
20. Fairmont	 (FRM) 17.7 24.2 7.2 10.0 18.0
21. Grand Rapids(G?Z) 14.6 19.3 11.9 24.1 21.0
22. International
Fallg
 (INL) 40.0 16.0 9.8 18.4 L9.7
23. Mankato (MKT) 15.6 25.9 15.2 19.9 23.0
24. New [11m (ULM) 22.9 21.7 7.2 9.4 18.0
25. Thief River
Falls (TVF) 16.9 27.3 8.5 15.1 22.2
26. Winona (ONA) 24.3 19.2 15.3 14.2 21.9
27. Wart hington 14.2 23.8 9.1 13.5_0.5
28. Duluth
	
(DI.fi) 14.0 21.4 9.2 17.8 22.3
u
c
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BAL
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BAL
MC
IND
IND
IND
BAL
IND
MC
IN'T
`.0
MC
MC
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29. Rochester (RST) 16.4 19.8 6.0 11.4 35.2 BAL
30. Minneapolis-
St. Paul WSP) 24.7 23.0 8.3 14.4 27.3 BAL
MISSOURI
31. Cape Cirardeau
(CGI) 19.9 24.2 11.5 15.2 22.5 DAL
32. Jefferson City
(JEF) 10.8 17.7 8.7 24.9 26.9 INT
33. Joplin (AN) 28.1 25.3 6.5 10.5 21.3 BAL
34. Kirksville(IRK) 14.0 20.8 19.0 23.0 23.1 BAL
35. Rolla (RLA) 9.5 21.2 19.0 35.6 29.0 INT
36. Springfieid(SGF) 20.3 24.6 8.3 12.8 23.0 BAL
37. Columbia (COU) 6.0 17.0 31.4 41.6 32.6 INT
38. St. Louis (STL) 27.6 23.9 8.2 12.0 30.7 BAL
39. Sedalia	 (D,10) 21.6 23.8 5.4 11.6 18.6 BAL
40. Malden (MAW) 23.6 20.9 8.5 15.5 19.0 BAL
41. Kansas Citv(MCI) 23.7 23.0 5.7 15.3 21.5 B.U.
42. Poplar Bluff (POF)15.2 25.2 7.4 15.5 20.9 MC
43. Ft. Leonard Wood
(TWO 11.1 28.7 10.4 34.8 20.3 INT
NEBRASKel
44. Alliance (AIA) 3.0 27,2 8.0 14.5 23.8 MC
45. Chadron (CDR) 2.2 22.8 19.4 29.6 25.0 INT
46. Columbus (OLU) 29.8 18.9 5.9 9.8 18.9 IND
47. Grand Island(GRI) ?0.1 25.9 5.7 13.6 21.9 BAL
48. Hastings (HSI) 16.6 24.3 8.3 18.1 23.5 MC
49. Kearney (EAR) 7.3 19.4 8.5 14.7 17.4 MC
50. McCook (MCK) 10.0 26.2 8,3 15.3 23.6 Mc
51, Norfolk (OFK) 15.3 26.7 6.6 14.8 21.3 MC
52. North Platte
(LBF) 5.4 24,1 6.8 13.8 20.2 MC
53. Scottsbluff OFF) 13.6 27.6 9.5 13.3 =3.1 MC
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54. Sidney (SNY) 5.8 26.1 7.6 15.4 19.8 VC
55. Lincoln Q.NR 1 12.3 21.4 14.5 25.2 27.3 INT
-56. Omaha (011A) 17.2 24.0 7.1 13.1 25.5 MC
ILLINOIS
51. Carbondale (:MH) 12.0 17.7 30.4 38.9 29.9 INT
58. Danville(DNV) 37.2 19.2 6.7 12.3 18.0 IND
59. Galesburg (GBG) 27.3 17.9 8.1 13.6 18.8 IND
60. Jacksonville
(IJX) 19.1 18.2 12.0 17.4 20.7 SX1,
61. Macomb (2IQB) 13.1 24.5 21.2 28.2 22.8 INT
62. Mattoon (`ITO; 22.0 19.5 18.1 24.1 20.7 BAL
63. Mount Vernon
(.LNV) 19.0 23.2 6.7 13.2 IS.2 B.0
64. Quincy (GIN) 28.2 22.1 6.7 8.8 19.3 BAL
65. Sterling/Rock
Falls
	
(SQI) 39.0 17.3 6.4 11.1 15.5
66. Bloomington
(B41) 16.1 20.0 16.6 19.6 14.7 5AL
67. Chica go (CHI) 31.7 20.8 6.2 11.7 '3.0 I::U
68. Champaign (C:fI) 8.8 19.0 30.7 58.9 34.3 1.,;
69. -.Catur (DEC) 33.6 18.8 6.7 10.2 20.7 IND
70. Centralia	 (E:;1.) 22.3 18.8 5.9 13.2 19.7 SAL
71. Moline (MLI) 28.9 20.0 6.5 11.4 16.3 !%D
72. Peoria (PIA) 31.7 21.2 7.0 1D.9 22.2 IND
73. Rockford (RED) 45.2 18.7 5.4 S.4 20.0 I:J
74. Springfield(SPI) 14.5 19.3 6 7
_5.3
3i.i:^ SAS
75. Dodge City (DDC) 11.1 24.7 8.9 1:.' '3.7 `7C
76. Garden City(GC&) 9.4 27.1 11.0 16.8 -1 1.8 %C
77. Goodland (G1.D) 4.5 25.4 4.6 13.6 1t,.3 MIC
78. Great Bend (GBD) 9.7 24.7 4.9 10.4 -113,1
79. flays
	 (HYS) 7.6 23.2 L8.8 _3.-' '5.8 IN
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80. Hutchinson 20.8 27.3 7.4 12.8 23.8 SAL
81. Lawrence (LWC) 17.0 17.6 27.9 35.5 30.8 INT
82. Liberal (LBL) 12.2 26.9 7.5 12.8 20.3 MC
$3. Manhattan 011110 4.4 20.1 31.7 41.4 31.6 INT
84. Olathe	 (OJC) 19.2 26.0 7.8 13.6 36.9 MC
85. Salina (SLN) 12.3 26.8 9.6 14.5 25.6 MC
86. Wichita (ICT) 27.2 22.1 7.9 13.3 25.7 SAL
87. Parsons (PPF) 32.1 16.1 7.3 14.9 15.8 IND
88. Topeka (TOP) 14.3 20.3 7.0 22.7 24.7 INT
VIRGINIA
89. Lynchburg (LY3)
90. Newport News (PHF)24.9 18.2 8.4 27.5 26.2 SAL
91. Norfolk (ORF) 14.6 22.9 7.4 29.6 22.6 INT
92. Richmond (RIC) 21.0 20.8 7.8 20.1 24.6 SAL
93. Roanoke (ROA) 21.0 22.9 6.5 13.0 22.4 $AL
94. Charlottesville
(Clio) 12.() 18.4 17.7 35.2 32.7 INT
95. Danville (DAN) 41.1 L7.9 6.8 11.7 18.2 IND
96. Mot 5prings(HSP) 15.7 10.6 3.5 12.4 17.1 8AL
97. :lanassas	 ('INS) 8.7 18.7 9.5 33.5 28.8 INT
98. Pulaski (PSK) 49.0 14.0 4.9 11.1 15.., IND
99. Staunton (SHD) 38.2 14.5 5.7 14.5 17.5 IND
Mi CH I GAPE
100. ietroit (DTW) 37.4 19.3 6.6 12.1 21.9 IND
101. Grand Rapids(GRR) 71.8 24.0 7.2 9.3 21.0 SAL
102. Flint	 (FIT) 46.3 13.0 7.6 11.3 17.2 IND
103. Lansing (LAX) 21.4 19.0 19.3 30.6 26.8 INT
104. Muskegon IMM 44.4 18.0 6.9 11.1 18.7 IND
105. Saginaw	 (!;$S) 38.8 20.4 6.6 10.2 18.5 IND
106. Alpena (APN) 29.9 21.6 L1.2 19.2 20.5 LNO
107. Kalamazoo (,UO) 33.4 19.7 12.9 17.3 24.4 IND
x^
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108. Benton Harbor
(BEH) 43.2 17.8 7.5 9.0 20.4 IND
109. Battle Creek
(BTL) 36.0 18.0 7.0 14.6 19.2 I%D
110. Hancock	 (C.LC) 8.7 23.2 23.1 26.9 24.9 I\T
111. Escanaba (ESC) 26.6 22.3 7.6 13.7 21.1 BAL
112. Iron ?fountain
(INT) 21.8 24.3 7.2 16.9 72.5 BAL.
113. Iron Wood (IWD) 17.7 22.4 7.1 17.7 18.0 BAL
114. Jackson (J)M) 35.7 19.4 7.0 12.3 20.9 M
115. Manistee ML) 39.5 18.2 6.1 14.8 18.3 IND
116. Minoninee (`ISM) 37.7 19.8 6.2 12.2 15.4 IND
117. Marquette(MQT) 6.3 21.3 16.5 27.2 22.1 I\T
118. Pellston	 (PL?1) 15.5 25.7 7.9 14.6 23.8 MC
119. Sault Ste. Marie
(SSM) 5.7 26.9 13.8 34.8 23.6 IN 
120. Traverse City
(TVC) 17.7 24.4 7._ 17.0 25.3 BAL
ORFGOM
121.Eugenc (ECG) 23.4 21.8 13.4 18.9 24.5 BAL
122. POrtland(PD%) 21.0 23.1 8.l 14.5 25.0 BAL
123. Washington, D.C. o.5 16.6 8.5 39.1 35.3 1:;-
134. New York. New
York 20.7 19.9 7._ 16.n ;6.0 RAI.
.Nt
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TABLE 12
VARIABLES AND 'THEIR DEFINITIONS
Variable
No. of passengers between
cities
No.
i
1 No. of enplanements from city i to
city j
2 Population of the region The population of the community which
is handled by an airport.
3 Travel cost Coach air fare from the airport of
region i to the airport of region j
+ the cost to reach the airport
from the central city in region i
+ the cost to reach the central city
in region j from the airport
4 Travel time Actual flight time from the airport
in region i to the airport in region
j + travel time from the central city
in region i to the airport + travel
^`
time from the airport in region j to
v the central city + 45 minutes ford
ticket and Luggage check in at region
i and luggage check out at region j
5 Reliability of the flights Reliability of the service of flight
in region i
,- b No. of flights between A function of the no. of direct flights
two cities without stop, no. of direct flights with
stops, and the no of connecting flights
between regions i and j
7 No. of available seats in A function of the no. of available
F the planes seats in the direct flights and
connecting flights between region i and j
8 Attractiveness of the City Relative attractivenesF of the cities
were compared and nos, were given to
each city out of a maximum of 20
9 Road conditions of the Relative road conditions of the ^?4ies
city were compared and nos. weregiven to
each city out of a maximum of 10
10 Economic c l+aracteristics Communities were divided into 4 categories:
of the conuuunity Industrial. Marketing, Institutional
and Balanced Communities. and the percent
employment in each category determined
81
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Figure 2(b) Historical Trend in Enplanements for Lansing, Mich., 1962 -1974.
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AIIPENDTX D
REVIEW OF 11LOWD NC)17YLING, `i ROHNltlUES
A review of some techniques presently used or proposed for the
puxposo. of determining the demand for passen ger .air travel is
pr esentod .
There are two approaches for demand modeling;, argvrot gate and
di.saag,g,re,at e. Aggregate models consider a group of individuals
such as total population, labor force, anti .so forth. For modeling
purposes, these marItet segments are also geographically loo-ated
and :aggregated by traffic None. Disag-re-ate models consider an
indi,vi,ducal or a group of individuals. The gropuing m:iE ht be
according to attributes, to socioeconomic strata, or to some other,
probably nongeographic:, attributes. An individual, accordingly,
may become part of different population subgroups for different
purposes. Doinand nodels c.an ho c lassifiod as
o Ar,grt:-;ate models
o D i.i-c;C_t dom attd attcado-Is
^;	 I]is^ig,;;ra^;atre ant?cic^15
n Disa,-,gregate models
u Mroc_t demand mc)doIs
a gO(jtaQtlt.ial moile.ls
Direct Dortt;and Models; (x' ggregave)
DLrect-dong and wtode is est imoto travel demand by origin,
dest;inILion, and mode with .a singel,ci equat.iou. 111rect--de m and niodols
can bc: :spoeiftod as eit.hor ntcitEal-abstAr.ac, modolo, or modal--spur: fi,':
3
models. The primary advantage of a modal—abstract model is that
only 1 equation is necessary to estimate travel. demand. This is
particularly advantageous when one is estimating demands for new
modes that are not in opeartion or for which there are no existing
prototypes. The primary disadvantage associated with developing
a modal.—abstract model., however, is that it requires that each
alternative mode be described by a single set of variables. The
selection of a set of attributes that can effectively represent
the wide range of system features characterizing different modes
can present a major problem because homogenizing attributes means
the loss of model, responsiveness to policy changes.
(l) Aggregate model. (direct): total enplanements of a region.
based upon system and/or regional. attributes.
Such a demand model is used to determine the total number of
people who enplane flights in a given region. This model can be
generally described in the following form:
E  A K x1a] ,2a2 ...xnan	 01)
where E.	 predicted enplanements at.region i.
K = calibration constant
xl ,x2 = attributes of system and/or region (e. g ., income,
population., airfare, etc.)
al ' aq.. .CL n = weights
The weights and calibration constants For Eta. (51) are generally
determined by use of linear regression. :teal data for enplanements
and the system/regional variables can be collected over a number
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of years and/or for a number of airports in a particular region
	
	 ?
J
(e.g., a state). Writing this equation in linear form by taking
a
logarithms of both sides of the equation:
1nEi = In K + a llnxl + a2lnx2 + ... + an.lnxn	 (B2)	 j
allows the use of the least squares curve--fitting technique (i.e.,
regression analysis) to determine values for K and the a's (SPSS, 1976).
(2) Aggregate mode. (direct): enplanements between two regions
based upon system and/or regional attributes.
The number of people who use air travel between two particular
regions can be describedin the following manner:
a	 a	 a s	 a	 a	 a a
	
ali.	 lj	 2i 2j	 n2 nj	 1 2	 K
Eij = Kxli xlj x2i x2j .... xni nj xl x,,	 .. xK	 (B3)
where Eij =.predicted enplanements between region rand region j.
K = calibration constant
xli , x
	
x = attributes of region i (e. g ., population,
type of region, etc.)
.. . ,xnj = attributed.of region j.
xl,xZ,...,xn = attributes of system (e.g., cost, speed, ect.)
ali,a2i ,a2j ,.: ..c.l ,a2	 weights
Eq. (B3) is similar to Eq. (B1) in form, but it used for a
different purpose.. Eq. (B3) is used in order to forecast the
demand for travel over a particular route (from some region i to
some tither region j), whereas Eq. (BI) can only be used to forecast
I
the total number of people who will leave from region i on air 	
I
trips, without any knowledge of destination. Notice that Eq. 03)
I
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^	 -	
a
can be used to gain the same result as Eq. (BI); that is, forecast
the total enplanements at region i by summing over all destinations
as:
	
Ei	Eij	 (M)
j
Knowledge of demand from region i to all destination regions
j makes possible a forecast of total enplanemen.ts at region i.
(3) Aggregate model (sequential): modal split between two
regions based upon system attributes.
Modal split is a term used to define the percentage of travel
which is conducted on a particular mode m when there are two or
more competing modes of travel (e.g., air, auto, bus, rail, etc'.,).
A modal split model for mode m forecasts the percentage of total
travel between two regions which will be carried by mode m:
cml aM2	 a nn
ri  X- ml m2	 mn	 (35)
mIJ	
ml 
(I 
m2amn
I xMI. Xm2	 ... xmn
M
	where M	 = predicted percentage for modem of total travel
m3. j
conducted between region i and region j.
xMV XM2 1...xmn = attributes of mode m (cost, speed, frequency
of service, etc.).
ami ,a MV—IX 
m11 
= weights
Eq. 0 5) is a ratio for the system attribntes of mode m to the
sum of the system attributes of all modes. Notice that Eq. (B5)
follows directly from Eq. {E3}. Equation (S3) predicts travel
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between region pair i and j for the air mode, but could also be
used to predict travel by other modes by using the values of the
system attributes of the appropriate mode. A modal split equation
is thus developed by taking the ratio of Eq. (B3) for the mode m
desired to the sum of Eq. (B3) for all modes:
ali alj a2i	 ani anj Ml m2	 asnlc
	M 	 Ka xi'	 li l . 2i	 ni x nj x mi m	 x2 ... mk
mIj .	 tnz .	 Ali . aJ j a21	 ani anj ^l am2	 amkM ICxi j 
xlj x21	 xni xnj ml xm2	 irkm
(B6)
where Tm
 = predicted travel by mode m between region i and region j.j	
a
K	 = calibration constant
xli ,x2i ,...x^ = attributes of region i.
xlj , x2j , .. , , nj = attributes of region j.
xmi ,xm2 ,...xmk = attributes of mode m.
all,alj ,....aml ,am2
	weights
Cancelling out common terms in the numerator and denominator,
E	 Eq. (B6) yields Eq. (B3)
C& mt in2	 amk
__ _T^ni7 - _ ^l xrn2	 ' Xmk
(B7)
	
Mme	 c T ..
	 'ml amt	 amlc1.	 y
m	
`^ml M2	 xmlc:.	 nt
(4): Aggregate model. (direct): total enplanements of a region
based upon the market share of a larger region.
A market share model is used to forecast the total enplanements
at region i by expression these enplanements as a percentage of
g^
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the total enplanements of a larger region:
Ei
 = (Pi/r)Er 	(BS)
where Ei
 = predicted enplanements at region i.
(Pi/r) = percentage market share for region i of the total
enplanements of a larger region r.
Er
 = total enplanements in region r.
Eq. (B8) can be modified to express enplanements at region i in
terms of market shares of more than one larger region r.
Ei _ Pi/rl'Prl/r2... Pr 	 /r Er	(B9)
m-^l m m
An example of such a procedure would be the following: the
enplanements at a particular metropolitan area i could be expressed
in terms of a percentage market share of some region r, of the
state in which region i is located. In a similar manner, the
enplanements at region r 1 can be expressed as a percentage market
share of the state total, and the state total can be expressed
as a percentage market share of the national total.
The market shares are developed by examining the historical
trend of the region i percentage of the total enplanements of
region r.. From this historical trend analysis, a Market share for
some future year is predicted, and used as shown in Eq. (B8) and
(B9). Intuitively, the market share model is the simplest of
the models which have been discussed here.
(5) nisaggregate deterministic model (direct): travel by
mode between two regions based upon system and/or regional. attributes.
W
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A good example of di .saggregation is the study of travel by
purpose of trip as done by Yu, 1970 (e.g., business or pleasure),
and is expressed in, equation form as:
	
3
a	 a.. a	 a	 a	 a	 a	 ab	 b li ij 21	 ni nj MI m2	 mk
r	 T	 ^ K x	 x., x	 ... x	 x	 x	 x	 ... x	 (Bl0}
mij	 Ii ii 2i	 ni nj m1 m2	 mk
where Tb ., = predicted travel by mode m between, region i. and region
MIJ i
a
ij for business purposes.
Kb
	calibration constant
xxi ,x2i ,...xni = attributes of region i which are important
V
to business travel.
	 4
Xlj ,x2j ,
 
... xnj = attributes of region j which are important to
business travel.
x^al ,xm2 , . ..xnlc = attributes of mode m which are important to
business travel.
ali ,
aij' a2i ,a: 2 j "mV am2 = weights
P	 P Ali. Sij	 2i S2j	 ^ni nj 3ml $m2	 Fmk
Tmij = I: Yli Yij Y 2 Y2j ... Yni Ynj Yml m2	 Ymk
(Bll)
obere TP
ij = predicted gavel by mode m between region i and region
j for .pleasure purposes
K 	 calibration constant
Yli,Y2i,•..,YUi = attributes of region i which are important.
.	 to pleasure travel.
'1	 Yl j ,y , , . ,Ynj = attributes of region j .whi.ch are important
to pleasure travel_
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Ym1,Ym2 ,...Ymk = attributes of mode m which are important to
pleasure travel.
ali 3 O ij Ia 2i' 02- ... Oml' Om2 ` weights`"
Eqs. (B10) and (Bll) are similar in form. to Eq. (B3) which is
an aggregate model for mode m (assumed to be air) based upon attributes
of the regions and the system (i.e., the mode). Ideally, the sum
of Eqs. (B10) and (Bll) should yield the same value as Eq. (B3)
Disaggregationby purpose of trip is only one example of division of
the traveling public ?ccordang to trip and/or personal characteristics.
A few other examples of disaggregation of the traveling public would
be by age, income, occupation, length of stay, etc,
(6) Disaggregate deterministic model. (sequential.): modal split
between two regions based upon system and regional factors.
A model of this type has been proposed by Jacobson and Kuhl.thau, 1972
and would be written as shoran below:
ii
aim . a 2	 anm	 Sim a2m	 ^UM
iii	 f 
x1m x 2 ... 
x	
+ f 
Y1m Y9m ... Ynm
	mij	 1	
aim a2m	 anm	 2	 0Im P2m	 ^rim
G xlm x2m ... xnn	 Ylm Y2m -. YnmM	 m
	
P lm P 2	 PMR
+	
+ f  dim Z2m
	
znm
	 (B12)
Plm P 2	 Pnm
m
1m Z2m ... Znm.
	
where M ni	 l.= predicted percentage for mode m of total trave
conducted between region i and region J.
9fl,f2,...,fk = functions of trip characteristics (e.g., purpose
of trip, length of stay, etc.)
in's' ym's'" ,2m1s = attributes of mode m.
I3 ms ,Rms$ ...,Pms = wei.ghts
System attributes to be considerd are of several basic groups:
(1) a safety dimension (including reliability); (2) a cost benefit
dimension, which includes time savings and convenience; (3) a
comfort dimension, which includes on-board service, appearance, etc.;
and (4) an in-flight dimension, which characterizes a traveler's
freedom and ability to perform tasks such as reading, writing, thinking,
viewing, etc.
(7) Disaggregate probabilistic model (sequential): probability
that an individual will choose a certain made of travel between two
points.
Disaggregate probabilistic models have been proposed by Stopher
and Meyburg, 1976 to predict the probability of an individual of
a certain socioeconomic group choosing a particular mode m for the
commutation trip to work. This model has not been proposed for
forecasting air travel, but it is possible for it to be used as an
air demand model. In addition to being disaggregate and probabilistic,
the Stopher-Meyburg model is behavioral., which means the attitudes
and behavior of individuals have been taken into account through
study of the economics of consumer behavior and the psychology of
choice behavior,
.]
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The disaggregate, behavioral, probabilistic model proposed by
Stopher and Meyburg is shown below:
i exp {U(xm ,Si) }
P =
	
	 (B13)
exp {U( ^S, i) }
m
where Pi = probability that individual i will choose mode m for
m
commuter trip.
U(X n ,Si} = common utility of mode m for individual i with
socioeconomic characteristics S..
Eq. (B13) is referred to in the literature as a multiple-logit
model. The utility assigned to a particular mode is an economic
(monetary) value as perceived by the individual, depending upon his
j
	
	
socioeconomic class. Eq. (B13) is considered disaggregate in the
sense that the basic unit of observation is the individual, but can
also be considered aggregate in the sense that a single set of
parameters are sought to describe each socioeconomic group of the
population. Basically, Eq. (B13) can be considered a probabilistic
i modal split model with disaggregati.on along the Lines of socioeconomic
groups in the population.
